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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center (PEER) is a multi-institutional research
and education center with headquarters at the University of California, Berkeley. PEER’s
mission is to (1) develop, validate, and disseminate performance-based engineering (PBE)
technologies for buildings and infrastructure networks subjected to earthquakes and other natural
hazards, with the goal of achieving community resilience; and (2) equip the earthquake
engineering and other extreme-event communities with the 21st-century tools that define the
current digital revolution. This reports presents the activities of the Center over the period of July
1, 2017 to June 30, 2018. PEER staff, in particular Grace Kang, Erika Donald, Claire Johnson,
Christina Bodnar-Anderson, and Zulema Lara, helped in preparation of this report.
Key activities of the past academic year include the following:


Continuation of major projects such as Tall Building Initiative (TBI) and Next
Generation Attenuation (NGA) projects, and start of work on the major project
funded by the California Earthquake Authority (CEA). The TBI was completed in
2017, and NGA projects are nearing completion soon.



Addition of University of Nevada, Reno (UNR) as a core institution.



Re-establishment of the PEER Research Committee.



Issuing a Request for Proposal (RFP) from TSRP funds and funding 17 projects as a
result of this RFP. Together with the ongoing projects, the total number of projects
funded in 2017 is 24.



Organization of several workshops focused on Liquefaction, Structural Health
Monitoring (SHM), High-Performance Computing (HPC), Bridge Component
Fragility Development, Physics-Based Ground Motions, Hybrid Simulation, and
Research Needs for Resilient Buildings.



Rollout of TBI seminars and HayWired activities as part of outreach.



Conducting a blind prediction contest with robust participation and instructive
findings on current modeling approaches.



Organization of the PEER Annual Meeting with participation of 240 attendees.



Continuing participation in board of directors of international organizations such as
Global Alliance of Disaster Research Institutes (GADRI) and International
Laboratory of Earthquake Engineering (ILEE).

Going forward, PEER aims to hold more focused workshops, form new committees, and
draw on existing resources and experience on PBE to systematically move towards Resilient
Design for Extreme Events (RDEE).
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Mission, Vision, and Organization

1.1

MISSION

The Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center (PEER) is a multi-institutional research
and education center with headquarters at the University of California, Berkeley. Investigators
from over 20 universities and several consulting companies, in addition to researchers at various
State and Federal government agencies, contribute to research programs focused on
performance-based earthquake engineering (PBEE) in various disciplines, including structural
and geotechnical engineering, geology/seismology, lifelines, transportation, risk management,
and public policy.
In addition, PEER is an Organized Research Unit (ORU) under the College of
Engineering at the University of California, Berkeley, which provides space for PEER offices
and largely covers the salaries of PEER staff. In addition, the National Information Service for
Earthquake Engineering (NISEE) library and the earthquake simulator and structural research
laboratories located at the U.C. Berkeley campus’ Richmond Field Station are supported by
PEER.
PEER’s mission is to (1) develop, validate, and disseminate performance-based
engineering technologies for buildings and infrastructure networks subjected to earthquakes and
other natural hazards, with the goal of achieving community resilience; and (2) equip the
earthquake engineering and other extreme event communities with the 21st-century tools that
define the current digital revolution. A key goal of PEER's research efforts is to define
appropriate performance targets, and develop engineering tools and criteria that can be used by
practicing professionals to achieve those targets, such as safety, cost, and post-earthquake
functionality. In addition, PEER actively disseminates its findings to professionals who are
involved in the practice of earthquake engineering, through various mechanisms including
workshops, conferences, and the PEER Report Series. PEER also conducts Education and
Outreach programs to reach students, policy makers, practitioners, and others interested in public
policy and research related to earthquakes and the built environment.
The core institutions, their researchers and facilities, and educational affiliates are crucial
components for realizing the Center’s mission and vision. The wide range of expertise among
many researchers, unmatched capabilities of experimental facilities, and geographic spread of
institutions make PEER a unique and impactful organization. Some of the most successful PEER
projects have been multi-institution efforts with industry collaborations. In return, participating
researchers benefit from the PEER infrastructure: access to well-maintained software and
databases, dissemination of research through PEER reports, and regular communication efforts,
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and transsparent oppo
ortunities and processes for researchh funding onn regular bassis with highh rate
of successs.
1.2

VISION
V

During th
he PEER An
nnual Meetin
ng held in Jaanuary 20188, Professor K
Khalid
Mosalam
m, PEER Director, presen
nted the Cen
nter’s vision for the com
ming 3–
5 years. The Centeer aims to extend thee current Performance--Based
Earthquaake Engineerring (PBEE)) to Resilien
nt Design forr Extreme E
Events.
The new vision inclu
udes two natural extensio
ons of the C
Center’s past work:
gineering to extreme evvents affectinng the
expansion from eartthquake eng
built env
vironment, and
a
extensio
on of the performance
p
e-based desiign to
resilient design thaat focuses on people, communitiies, and regions.
v
is to be
b the thoug
ght leader in Resilient Deesign for Exxtreme
PEER’s vision
Events afffecting the built
b
environ
nment.
1.3

Direector Khalid Mosaalam

FUTURE
F
GO
OALS

To movee towards thee goal of Reesilient Desig
gn for Extreeme Events, the Center hhas identifieed the
following
g broad goalls for the nex
xt few years::
1. Contin
nue the fund
damental research in the field of eartthquake engiineering;
2. Adaptt PBE researrch methodologies and toools to otherr domains off extreme events;
3. Devellop the 21st century
c
toolss, such as Hiigh-Performaance Compuuting (HPC),, data
sciencce-related tecchnologies, and
a Artificiaal-Intelligence (AI) toolss for earthquuake
engineeering and other
o
extremee event dom
mains;
4. Deplo
oy resilient and
a sustainab
ble design att communityy and regionaal levels;
5. Contin
nue outreach
h activities and
a expand thhem to playiing an advoccacy role in
shapin
ng public po
olicy; and
6. Identiify and pursu
ue new, largee, and sustaiined fundingg sources to aachieve thesse
goals.
Focused work
kshops havee been identiified as an efffective meaans of achievving the Cennter’s
goals. In
n the past year,
y
the Center
C
held workshops on a wide variety of research toopics:
Liquefaction, Structtural Health
h Monitorin
ng (SHM), High-Perfoormance Coomputing (H
HPC),
Bridge Component
C
Fragility
F
Dev
velopment, Physics-Bas
P
sed Ground M
Motions, Hyybrid Simulaation,
and Reseearch Needs for Resilien
nt Buildingss. PEER Annnual Meetinngs have beeen found to bbe an
effective way to brin
ng together sttakeholders,, researcherss, and industtry partners ffor developinng an
actionablle research plan.
p
The Ceenter will fo
orm several committees and hold vaarious worksshops
in the com
ming years to
t achieve th
he overall go
oal of RDEE .
1.4

ORGANIZA
O
ATIONAL ST
TRUCTURE

In additio
on to being a Multi-Institutional Ressearch and E
Education C
Center, PEER
R is an Organnized
Research
h Unit (ORU
U) under thee College off Engineerinng at Univerrsity of Caliifornia, Berkkeley.
2

PEER has 12 full time staff members and several other Research Engineers, Project Scientists,
and Graduate Student Researchers. An Institutional Board (IB), consisting of one representative
from each of the core institutions, provides policy level guidance and oversight to the Center.
The Research Committee (RC), consisting of industry and academic members, advises the
Center in pursuing new research.

College of Engineering
Dean Shankar Sastry

Associate Dean
Karl A. van Bibber

Institutional
Board

Research
Committee

PEER Director
Khalid Mosalam

PEER Associate Director
Amarnath Kasalanati

Administrative
Officer
Zulema Lara

Library Asst.
Christina
BodnarAnderson

Communications
Director
Grace Kang

Electronic
Comm.
Specialist
Erika Donald

Lab Manager
Alex Mead

Technical
Editor
Claire Johnson

Development
Technician 5
Nate Knight

Lab Mechanic
Robert Cerney

Database
Administrator
Gabriel Vargas

Development
Technician 5
Lobsang Garcia

Organizational structure of PEER is shown here for the period of July 1, 2017 through
June 30, 2018. More details of PEER’s key personnel, IB members, RC members and PEER
resources are presented in Section 6 of the report.
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Major Research Projects

PEER manages several multi-year, multi-institutional projects. These projects explore key thrust
areas and are broad in their scope and impact areas. Details of current major projects are
provided in this chapter.
2.1

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS RESEARCH PROGRAM (TSRP)

PEER receives funding from the State of California to conduct research related to the seismic
performance of transportation systems. The purpose of the TSRP is to reduce the negative impact
of earthquakes on California’s transportation systems, including highways and bridges, port
facilities, high speed rail, and airports. The research utilizes and extends PEER’s PBEE
methodologies by integrating fundamental knowledge, enabling technologies, and systems. The
research program also integrates seismological, geotechnical, structural, and socio-economical
aspects of earthquake and tsunami engineering, and involves computational, experimental, and
theoretical investigations.
PEER funded a total of 24 projects from the TSRP in 2017. Seven (7) projects were
funded in the early part of the year. Through the RFP process with independent review by the
research committee, six (6) seed proposals (less than $50,000) were funded in November 2017.
Through the RFP process with independent review by the research committee, eleven (11) full
proposals (less than $100,000) were funded in December 2017. Details of these projects are
presented in Chapter 3 and at the TSRP website.
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2.2

LIFELINES
L
PROGRAM
M

The ggoal of the PEER Lifeelines
prograam is to iimprove seismic
safetyy and reliabbility of liffeline
system
ms. The pprojects in this
prograam are prim
marily user-ddriven
researrch projectts, with sstrong
collabboration am
mong sponssoring
lifelinnes organizaations and P
PEER
researrchers. Thesse projects rrange
from engineeringg characterizzation
of groound motioons, to locall soil
responnse, response of bbridge
structuures, and performancce of
Lifelines Researrch Topics
electrric substationn equipmentt. The
lifelines research
r
pro
ojects are org
ganized into eight topics as shown inn the accomppanying diaggram.
The
T Lifeliness program brings
b
togeth
her multidissciplinary teeams of praccticing engiineers
(geotechn
nical, strucctural); scientists (geollogists, seissmologists, social scieentists); funnding
agencies (Federal, State
S
of Caalifornia, prrivate industtry); academ
micians, andd end-userss. An
example of such su
uccessful mu
ultidisciplinaary collaborration that w
was funded by the Lifeelines
Program is the NGA
A-West initiiative, which
h resulted inn major advvances in chharacterizatioon of
seismic hazard,
h
especially in thee western U.S. Sources oof funding ffor the Lifeliines program
m and
research projects are diverse and
d include the California D
Department of Transporrtation (Caltrrans),
and the Pacific
P
Gas and
a Electric Company.
2.3

TSUNAMI
T
RESEARCH
R
H PROGRA
AM

2004
4 Indian Ocean Tsunami Damage

Theree has beenn increasingg public atttention giveen to
tsunaamis since 22004 when the Indian Ocean Tsuunami
killed
d more thann 230,000 people. Atttention increeased
even further folllowing the 2011 East Japan Tsunnami,
which
h killed m
more than 18,000 peoople and caaused
enorm
mous econoomic damagge, includinng a devasttating
nucleear disaster aat the Fukusshima Daiichhi Nuclear P
Power
Plantt.

The
T U.S. Pacific Northweest (Washing
gton, Oregonn, and Northhern Californnia) is vulneerable
to similaar local tsun
namis generrated by a Cascadia
C
suubduction zoone earthquaake. In Souuthern
Californiia, there is a tsunami threeat that could be triggereed by a subm
marine landsslide off the S
Santa
Barbara or Los Ang
geles Basin
ns. Based on
n the directtivity characcteristics off tsunami ennergy
propagation, the entirre U.S. westt coast is vullnerable to ddistant tsunam
mis originatting in the eaastern
end of th
he Aleutian (Alaska) and
d Philippine Main
M Islandss. The extrem
me scenario would be sttrong,
long-duraation ground
d shaking associated
a
with
w the subdduction faullt rupture, foollowed by large
tsunami inundation. Such a sceenario is no
ot an excepttion; it is a common ooccurrence inn the
continenttal margin where majo
or geologic subduction processes ooccur. Subsstantial strucctural
6

damage caused by tsunamis in
n Japan und
derscores thee urgency oof re-examining the prresent
he multiple-h
hazard scenaario.
engineeriing design practice for th
PEER’s tsunaami research
h program in
ncludes the ddevelopmentt of an effecttive methodoology
for hazarrd, structurall, damage, an
nd loss analyses for crittical structurres and lifeliines: e.g., nuuclear
and fossiil power plan
nts, liquefied
d natural gass and oil storrage facilitiees, civilian annd military pports,
emergenccy tsunami shelters, traansportation corridors inncluding coastal bridgees, and impoortant
public faacilities (e.g.., fire and po
olice station
ns, hospitals,, and schoolls). Failure oof critical cooastal
structures and lifelin
nes will likelly lead to lo
oss of life, ddelays in em
mergency ressponse, and longterm econ
nomic impacts. This ressearch focus is a crucial gap in tsunaami researchh efforts currrently
being co
onducted elssewhere. PE
EER’s meth
hodology deevelopment—
—called Performance-B
Based
Tsunami Engineering
g (PBTE)—eexpands and
d extends thee existing PB
BEE methoddology.
2.4

SEISMIC
S
PE
ERFORMA
ANCE OF RETROFITT
R
TED HOME
ES

The
T Californ
nia Earthquaake Authoritty (CEA), onne of the woorld’s
largest
l
proviiders of resiidential earthhquake insurrance, awardded a
$3.4
$
million
n, 3.5-year reesearch conntract to PEE
ER. The research
project,
p
entiitled “Quanttifying the Performancce of Retroffit of
Cripple
C
Walls and Sill A
Anchorage inn Single Fam
mily Wood-fframe
Buildings,”
B
will
w evaluatte the seismiic performannce of resideential
homes, and
a will dirrectly contrib
bute to the improvemeent of seism
mic resiliencyy of Califorrnia’s
housing stock. The project
p
is in
n progress and
a is in its second yeaar. This mullti-year projeect is
conducteed by a team
m of academiic and practicing expertts with uniquue and natioonally recognnized
expertisee in seismic design, anallysis, testing
g, and earthqquake-risk m
modeling. Thhe team inccludes
researcheers from UC
C Berkeley, UC Irvine, UCLA,
U
UC San Diego,, and Stanfoord Universitty, as
well as ex
xperienced practicing
p
en
ngineers in California.
C
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3

Resear
R
rch Hig
ghlightts

PEER fu
unded projeccts covered key thrust areas of ge o-hazards, ccomputationnal modelingg and
simulatio
on, tsunami research, trransportation
n, and infraastructure syystems. Higghlights of these
funded projects and published
p
PE
EER reports are presenteed in the folllowing sectioons.
3.1

REMEDIATI
R
ION OF LIQ
QUEFACTIION EFFEC
CTS ON EM
MBANKME
ENTS USING
SOIL–CEME
S
ENT REINF
FORCEMENTS

Ross W. Boulanger

Detaiils of the PEER
P
fundeed research project, “R
Remediation of Liquefaaction
Effeccts on Embaankments Using Soil-Ceement Reinfforcements,”” are highligghted
below
w. The projeect Principal Investigatorr (PI) is Ross W. Boulannger, Professsor of
Civil Engineering
g, UC Daviss. The researrch team inccludes Mohaammad Khossravi,
D
Ali Khosravi, V
Visiting Schholar, Shariif Universitty of
Post--doc, UC Davis,
Technology, Dan
n Wilson, Associate
A
Dirrector of CG
GM, UC Davvis, W. Yunnlong,
Visitiing Scholaar, China Earthquakke Adminisstration, annd A. Puulido,
Undeergraduate reesearchers, UC
U Davis

ABSTRA
ACT

This reseearch projecct facilitated
d performing
g two centrrifuge
tests on the 9-m rad
dius centrifu
uge at UC Davis
D
as partt of a
borative efffort to develop ddesign
PEER-baased collab
procedurres for usse of soill–cement grid
g
and ppanel
reinforceements for mitigating liquefaction-induced grround
deformattions for embankments and otheer transporttation
infrastruccture. The centrifuge tests pro
ovided the first
n with model dimeensions
availablee physical modeling data
d
regard
ding how crack Moddel Configuration
in (mm)
initiation
n and progrression in soil–cement
s
grids and panels
during eaarthquake sh
haking affeccts their abillity to mitiggation potenttial ground deformationns for
embankm
ment. The reesults of theese tests filleed a high-prriority researrch need forr developingg and
validating liquefactio
on remediation strategiees. Althoughh beyond thhe scope off this projectt, the
archived data provid
de a basis fo
or evaluating
g numerical modeling prrocedures. T
This collaborrative
research effort completed both ex
xperimental and numeriical efforts bby leveragingg research efforts
of individ
duals from th
he three invo
olved institu
utions mentiooned above.
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RCH IMPACT
RESEAR

Centrifug
ge tests and
d two-dimeensional non
nlinear dynaamic analysses were peerformed foor an
embankm
ment on a liquefiable
l
foundation layer treateed with soill–cement w
walls. The m
model
correspon
nded to a 28-m-tall emb
bankment underlain by a 9-m-thickk saturated lloose sand llayer.
Soil-cem
ment walls were
w
construccted through
h the loose s and layer ovver a 30-m-llong sectionn near
the toe of the emban
nkment with a replacemeent ratio of 224%. The m
model was shhaken with sscaled
earthquak
ke motions having peeak horizonttal base acccelerations of 0.26g and 0.54g. The
experimeental data were
w
archiveed as a lastiing resourcee for validaation of num
merical moddeling
procedurres. Nonlineaar deformatiion analysess were perforrmed using the platform
m FLAC witth the
user-defiined constitu
utive modeel PM4Sand
d for the liiquefiable m
materials annd area-averraged
propertiees for the treeatment zonee. The numeerical simulaations were iin reasonablee agreementt with
the recorrded dynamiic responses, including the
t triggerinng of liquefaaction in the loose sand layer
during both
b
events. The simu
ulations reaasonably appproximated the observved deform
mation
magnitud
des and patteerns, and corrrectly prediicted that thee soil–cemennt walls wouuld shear thrrough
their full length in th
he second ev
vent. The ressults of thesee comparisonns provide ssupport for uuse of
merical mod
deling proceedures, inclu
uding the reepresentationn of the treaatment zone with
these num
area-weig
ghted properrties, for anaalyses of em
mbankments w
with soil–cem
ment treatm
ment of liqueffiable
soils in th
heir foundatiions.
3.2

STOCHAST
S
TIC MODEL
LING AND SIMULATI ON OF NE
EAR-FAULT
T GROUND
D
MOTIONS
M
FOR
F
USE IN
N PBEE

Armen Der
hian
Kiuregh

Dettails of thee PEER fun
nded researrch project “Stochasticc Modelingg and
Sim
mulation of Near-Fault
N
Ground
G
Mottions for usse in PBEE”” are highligghted
belo
ow. The pro
oject Principal Investigattor is Armenn Der Kiureeghian, Presiident,
Am
merican Univ
versity of Armenia; T
Taisei Profeessor of Civil Engineeering
Emeritus, UC Berkeley. The
T co-Prinncipal Invesstigator is M
Mayssa Dabbaghi,
Asssistant Profeessor, Depaartment of Civil and E
Environmenntal Engineeering,
Am
merican Univ
versity of Beirut,
B
Lebaanon. The reesearch team
m includes Yara
Dao
oud, Graduatte Research Assistant, A
American Unniversity of B
Beirut, Lebannon

ABSTRA
ACT

This pro
oject is an extension
e
off the researrch
conducteed under preevious PEER funding on
stochastic modeling and simulaation of neaarfault gro
ound motion
ns. We deveeloped a sittebased paarameterized
d stochastic model of the
t
near-faullt ground motion
m
in tw
wo orthogon
nal
horizontaal directions and presentted a practiccal
Illustratioon of Simulation Procedure
method of generatting syntheetic near-fau
ult
ground motions fo
or specified earthquaake
source an
nd site charracteristics th
hat are read
dily availabl e to design engineers. As shown iin the
Project Image,
I
this method
m
accou
unts for the rupture
r
direcctivity effectt and producces pulse-likke and
non-pulse-like groun
nd motions, in accordan
nce with theiir observed proportions among recoorded
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near-fault ground motions. The method accounts for temporal and spectral non-stationarity and
for the variability inherent in real earthquake ground motions.
Given the small number of parameters and a limited dataset to which it was fitted, the
current model is not able to capture all characteristics of recorded near-fault ground motions.
Therefore, in this study, the existing model will be scrutinized and ways to improve its
formulation investigated, with focus on those components that most influence structural
response. The ground-motion characteristics that we seek to improve include correlations
between spectral values at different periods and variability in spectral accelerations at long
periods. The improved formulation will better characterize the level of ground shaking in seismic
performance assessment and design of long-period structures, such as tall buildings and longspan bridges.
The research will also facilitate use of the simulation procedure for practicing engineers.
The methods of computing the modulating function parameters will be improved; the size of the
generated time series data will be reduced to make ensuing structural response calculations more
tractable; and users will be given more flexibility in the specification of the input, e.g., by adding
an option to generate ground motions for randomized hypocenter locations.
RESEARCH IMPACT

This project contributes to the first step of PEER’s PBEE methodology, namely, characterization
of the seismic hazard at a location of interest with a special focus on near-fault sites. Near-fault
ground motions may possess distinct characteristics—including the rupture directivity effect—
that should be taken into account in the seismic risk and performance assessment of structures
located nearby active faults.
Probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) can be conducted by combining the
proposed ground-motion model and simulation procedure for seismic-source characterization.
This first step of PBEE is crucial for the ensuing steps of computing structural responses for the
given hazard, defining and computing relevant measures of damage to structural and nonstructural components and equipment, and computing decision variables that relate to casualties,
costs, and downtime. These decision variables drive performance-based design of structures,
rendering careful characterization of ground motions essential. Thus, we believe the results of
this project will fill an important gap in the practice of PBEE.
By improving the existing near-fault ground-motion model and simulation procedure, the
research being conducted will facilitate the use of simulated ground motions in PBEE.
Specifically, for any set of earthquake source and site characteristics, one can generate realistic
simulated near-fault ground motions that have similar statistical characteristics as recorded
motions in the NGA-West2 database. These simulated motions can be used in response history
analysis and PBEE applications in place of or in addition to recorded ground motions, without
any need for scaling (which is a questionable practice in many instances). For example, the
outcome of this research can be used to characterize the level of ground shaking in the seismic
performance assessment or design of long-period structures, such as tall buildings and long-span
bridges in near-fault regions.
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3.3

RESOLUTIO
R
ON OF NON-CONVER
RGENCE IS
SSUES IN SEISMIC R
RESPONSE
E
OF BRIDG
ANALYSIS
A
GES

Filip. C. Filipp
pou

Detaills of the PE
EER funded
d research prroject “Resoolution of N
Non-Converggence
Issuess in Seismicc Response Analysis oof Bridges” are highlighhted below.. The
projecct Principal Investigaator is Filiip Filippouu, Professoor of Strucctural
Engin
neering, UC
C Berkeley
y. The reseearch team
m includes Thanh N. Do,
Postdoctoral Reesearcher, UC
U
Berkelley; Jade Cohen, Grraduate Stuudent
Reseaarcher, UC Berkeley;
B
an
nd Jiawei C
Chen, Graduuate Student Researcherr, UC
Berkeeley.

ABSTRA
ACT

The projject will develop guid
delines for overcomingg non-convergence isssues under large
displacem
ments and correspondin
c
ng deformattions for brridge structuures under extreme seismic
excitation
ns. Such gu
uidelines wiill allow useers to perfoorm robust nonlinear ddynamic anaalyses
(NDAs) to assess th
he collapse risk of brid
dge structurees in a fashion consisteent with phyysical
behavior and experim
mental obserrvations.
Analytical
A
models for typ
pical reinforrced
concrete bridges in California [refer to Pro
oject
Image (aa)] will be generated for
f study. After
A
identifyin
ng the sou
urces of numerical
n
nonn
convergeence in non
nlinear bridg
ge models, the
following
g three critical
c
asp
pects will be
addressed
d simultaneo
ously: (1) material
m
mod
dels;
(2) elemeent models; and (3) solu
ution strateg
gies.
Material models with
w
robusst convergeence
characterristics at larg
ge strains su
uitable for brridge analysees will be iddentified. Briidge piers w
will be
representted with non
nlinear elemeents to accou
unt for the coomplex interraction of axxial, flexurall, and
shear forrces without resorting to
o external zeero-length sppring or hingge elements,, which introoduce
additionaal global deegrees of freedom
f
(DO
OF) leadingg to numerrical sensitiivities underr the
unbalancced dynamic forces at th
hese DOFs. Adaptive
A
sollution strateggies will be developed iin the
form of solution
s
scriipts with inttelligent swiitching betw
ween suitablee nonlinear solution schhemes
and integ
gration meth
hods in resp
ponse to mo
onitored locaal and global variables. Because oof the
interactio
on between the
t nested itterations bettween elemeent, section, and materiaal, it is impoortant
to coordiinate the evaluation of the structuraal, element, and material response with the heelp of
intelligen
nt solution sccripts.
An
A extensivee set of ND
DAs under a large enseemble of grround motioons will theen be
performeed to develop
p guidelines for robust NDAs
N
and thhe consistennt collapse riisk assessmeent of
bridges. Collapse fraagility curvees [refer to Project
P
Imagge (b)] will bbe used to ccorrelate diffferent
Engineerring Demand
d Parameterrs (EDPs) at
a relevant liimit states iin order to identify reaalistic
criteria fo
or describing
g physical co
ollapse.
RESEAR
RCH IMPACT

The PBE
EE concepts show great promise forr improving design pracctice. The safety perform
mance
objectivee is defined
d in terms of
o an “acceeptable” proobability of collapse. C
Collapse shaall be
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quantified as realistiically as posssible using NDA, whicch incorporaates several suites of grround
motions. A challengee with the prroposed anallysis proceduure is that unnder high levvels of loadiing, a
significan
nt percentag
ge of nonlin
near time hisstory analys es fail to coonverge. Ignnoring thesee runs
completeely may ressult in a substantial
s
underestima
u
ation of thee true collaapse probabbility.
Converseely, assumin
ng all instancces of non-cconvergence as represennting physicaal collapse w
would
result in an overestim
mation of thee collapse probability.
A comprehen
nsive set of guideliness will form
m the startinng point forr addressingg the
complexiity inherent in nonlinearr softening reesponse und er large dispplacements aand deformattions,
and will contribute to the accepttance of non
nlinear respoonse studies in professioonal practicee. The
deployment of a new
w class of brridge pier models
m
that aaccount for llocalized phenomena suuch as
d reinforcem
ment pull-outt in a consisttent iterativee element forrmulation w
will help miniimize
shear and
the non-cconvergencee issues thatt arise with the large coollection of zero length nonlinear sspring
and plasstic hinge elements currrently in use
u in nonliinear bridgee response simulations.. The
developm
ment of intelligent nonlinear solutio
on strategiess that coorddinate the sttructure, elem
ment,
and mateerial state determinatio
d
on will imprrove the staate-of-the-arrt and practtice of nonllinear
dynamic analysis of structures fo
or sophisticaated structuraal elements bby accountinng for multi--axial
interactio
on and seveeral local ph
henomena. The
T standarddized templaates for elem
ment testingg and
NDAs off bridge stru
uctures will form
f
the starrting point ffor the collabborative groowth of imprroved
methods for nonlineaar dynamic analysis
a
of bridge
b
modells. It stands tto reason thaat these toolss will
be usefull for other ty
ypes of structtures.
3.4

TESTING
T
AND
A
HYBRIID SIMULA
ATION OF E
ENVIRONM
MENTALLY
Y DAMAGE
ED
BRIDGE
B
CO
OLUMNS
Detaills of the PE
EER funded research prooject “Testinng and Hybrrid Simulation of
Environmentally Damaged Bridge
B
Colum
mns” are higghlighted beelow. The prroject
Princiipal Investig
gator is Clau
udia P. Osterrtag, T.Y. annd Margarett Lin Professsor in
Civil Engineering
g, UC Berk
keley. The research teeam includees Selim Güünay,
Projecct Scientist, UC Berkeleey; Jacob F.. Duncan, G
Graduate Stuudent Researrcher,
UC Berkeley;
B
and
d Ian D. Willliams, Graduuate Studentt Researcherr, UC Berkelley.

Claudia Ostertag

ABSTRA
ACT

Hybrid Simulation
S
(HS) is utilizzed to invesstigate the seeismic respoonse of a coorrosion-dam
maged
reinforceed-concrete (RC)
(
bridge.. Data regard
ding the seissmic perform
mance of corrroded RC bbridge
columns is very limited, leading
g to inaccurate simulatioons of envirronmentally damaged bbridge
columns because of the
t complicaated behavio
or of corrosiion-damagedd RC elemennts. Additionnally,
full-scalee testing is complicateed and expeensive, andd is thus viirtually nonnexistent. H
Hybrid
Simulatio
on providess a cost-effeective, accurate methodd for testingg corrosion--damaged bbridge
columns subjected to
o seismic dem
mands. The purpose of tthis investiggation is to evvaluate the eeffect
of corrossion damage in the plastiic hinge of bridge
b
colum
mns on the seeismic performance of bbridge
structures. The study
y considers a single-co
olumn, single-bent bridgge with twoo spans, with the
plastic hinge
h
region
n of the co
olumn to bee simulated as the expperimental substructuree; the
remaindeer of the colu
umn and briidge will be simulated a s the analytiical substruccture. Prior tto HS
testing, an impresseed current will accelerrate the proopagation oof corrosionn damage inn the
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experimeental substru
ucture and induce verrtical
cracks matching
m
th
hose observ
ved on exissting
bridge columns
c
in the field. A set of three
t
specimen
ns will be tested: on
ne non-corro
oded
specimen
n as a conttrol and tw
wo with varrying
levels off corrosion damage. The HS tests will be
conducteed using ground mo
otions in two
direction
ns: one horizontal and one verticaal. A
three-actu
uator set-up
p is used to
o control th
hreeFiguree 1: Experimental Set-Up
degrees-o
of -freedom
m (DOF), tw
wo translatiional
and one rotational, as
a shown in Figure 1. Results
R
of thhese tests wiill then be uused to assesss the
effects of
o corrosion--induced lon
ngitudinal crracking in tthe plastic hhinge regionn on the seismic
performaance of bridg
ge columns.
RESEAR
RCH IMPACT

In 2016, the Federall Highway Administratio
A
on reported that 5.6% oof all RC bridges in thee U.S.
are structturally deficcient. The deeteriorated sttate of thesee bridges posses a seriouss risk, not onnly in
day-to-daay use, but especially in the case of
o a large sseismic evennt. Following such an eevent,
mobility of emergen
ncy and resccue crews iss imperativee for post-ddisaster respoonse. Reinfo
forced
ons are des igned and ttested thorouughly, with high
concrete bridges in seismically active regio
confidence that such
h bridges willl be operatio
onal immediiately follow
wing a large earthquake.. This
assumes, however, th
hat bridges are
a in a pristtine, undamaaged conditioon prior to tthe seismic eevent.
The resid
dual drift an
nd load-carry
ying capacitty of corrodded bridges following a seismic eveent is
unknown
n. This lack of
o data poses a large reseearch gap, oone that com
mes with poteential threat tto the
safety off people liviing in seism
mically activee areas. Thee research coonducted inn this projectt will
help fill that gap in knowledge
k
and
a obtain a better undeerstanding off the seismicc performannce of
environm
mentally deteeriorated brid
dges.
3.5

TOWARDS
T
MULTI-TIE
ER MODEL
LING OF LI QUEFACT
TION IMPAC
CTS ON
TRANSPOR
T
RTATION IN
NFRASTRU
UCTURE
Details of the PEER
P
funded research pproject “Tow
wards Multi-Tier Modeliing of
quefaction Im
mpacts on Transportatio
T
on Infrastruccture” are hiighlighted beelow.
Liq
The project Principal
P
In
nvestigator is Brett M
Maurer, Assistant Profeessor,
Un
niversity of Washingto
on. The ressearch team
m includes Mertcan G
Geyin,
Graaduate Stud
dent Researccher, Univeersity of W
Washington aand Alex B
Baird,
Graaduate Studeent Research
her, Universiity of Washiington.

Brett Ma
aurer

ABSTRA
ACT

State-of-p
practice ap
pproaches for
f
predictin
ng soil liqquefaction aat the regional-scale (i.e.,
commenssurate with distributed transportatiion infrastruucture) havee traditionallly relied on (a)
geology maps
m
that arre typically too
t general to be accuratte at site-speecific scales; and/or (b) inn situ
geotechn
nical tests th
hat are typiccally too costly to be ffeasible overr large areaal extents. Itt thus
remains a persistent challenge to assess reg
gional liqueffaction hazaards in a maanner that is both
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accurate and inexpen
nsive. By co
orollary, a sttill more diff
fficult challeenge is to predict the dam
mage
b transporrtation infraastructure ass a result of liquefacttion. Ultimaately,
and losss incurred by
infrastruccture planners and owneers must mak
ke decisions based on thhese downstrream impacts, not
on probaabilities of liquefaction occurrence.
o
Meanwhile,
M
liquefactionn-prediction models baseed on
freely av
vailable geo
ospatial dataa have receently been proposed. IIn contrast to conventtional
geotechn
nical method
ds, “geospatial” models can
c predict lliquefaction rapidly andd inexpensiveely at
an infiniite number of locationss anywhere in the worlld. The reseearch team has perform
med a
preliminaary test of liquefaction
l
models bassed on geosppatial versuus geotechniccal data utillizing
~10,000 case studies from the Canterbury,, New Zeal and, earthquuakes. Two state-of-praactice
CPT-based geotechn
nical models were tested
d against thee seminal geeospatial moodel of Zhu et al.
M
efficacy was asssessed via receiver-ope
r
erating-charaacteristic (ROC) analysiis, as
[2017]. Model
shown in
n Figure 1(a)), which measures the raates of true-- and false-ppositive preddictions. Thee area
under a ROC curve (AUC) was used to quantify and compare m
model efficaccy. As show
wn in
d remarkablyy well, especcially considdering its rellative
Figure 1((b), the geosspatial modeel performed
cost and simplicity. These
T
provo
ocative findin
ngs support the potentiaal of this PEER Seed Prooject,
a
to exttend geospaatial modeliing to
which aims
predict damage
d
and loss
l
within PBEE
P
framew
works.
In particcular, predicctive tools may
m be deveeloped
for pavements, bridg
ges, pipelin
nes, and stru
uctures
on shallo
ow foundatio
ons. This is made possible, in
part, by the un
nprecedented
d infrastru
uctureperformaance data reesulting from
m the Cantterbury
earthquak
kes, which includes damage
d
and
d lossassessmeents for ~80,000 infrastru
ucture assetss.
RESEAR
RCH IMPACT

The PBE
EE-compatible tools resu
ulting from th
his project w
will allow foor the downsstream impaccts of
soil liqueefaction to be
b rapidly and
a probabilistically preedicted at noo cost. Potenntial applicaations
include: (a) regionaal loss estim
mation and disaster sim
mulation; (bb) city plannning and ppolicy
developm
ment; (c) em
mergency ressponse; (d) post-event rreconnaissannce (e.g., too rapidly ideentify
infrastruccture with po
ossible damaage, thus maaximizing thee efficiency of field recoonnaissance)); and
(e) areass that lack geotechnical
g
l testing. Beeyond these immediate impacts, thhe research ccould
ultimatelly inform an ensemble-m
modelling ap
pproach by w
which engineeers can stattistically coaalesce
data of diverse
d
origin
ns and scaless to predict liquefaction
l
impacts, theereby exploiiting all avaiilable
informatiion to the fu
ullest extentt possible. In
n moving toowards this long-term ggoal, a first--order
approach
h is critical for
f complimeenting metho
ods that are more advannced but spattially-constrrained
by econo
omics (e.g., methods baased on in situ
s geotechhnical tests oor effective--stress numeerical
analyses)). As part of
o this Seed Project, thee PBEE appplication of the developped tools wiill be
demonstrrated for loccations withiin PEER’s geographic
g
ddomain. Canndidate locattions includee San
Francisco
o, Californiaa; Santa Mo
onica, Califo
ornia; Eurekka, Californiia; and Seatttle, Washinngton,
among otthers.
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3.6

HIGH-PERF
H
FORMANCE COMPUT
TING-BASE
ED DISTRIIBUTED MU
ULTILAYERED
L
CITY-SCAL
C
LE TRANSPORTATIO
ON NETWO
ORK TOOL
L
Detaills of the PEER
P
funded research project “Hiigh-Perform
mance Compputing
Based
d Distributed
d Multi-Lay
yered City-S
Scale Transpportation Neetwork Tooll” are
highliighted belo
ow. The project
p
Prinncipal Investigator is Kenichi S
Soga,
Chanccellor’s Proffessor, UC Berkeley.
B
Thhe research team includdes Joan Waalker,
UC Berkeley;
B
Alexandre
A
Bayen,
B
UC Berkeley; and Jack Baker, Stannford
Univeersity.

Kenigi Soga

ABSTRA
ACT

The goaal of this project
p
is to
t
utilize a graph-paralllel distributeed
agent-bassed model (ABM) to
t
quantify the perfformance of
o
transporttation networrks and wateer
pipeline networks
n
at the city scalle
under different
d
gro
ound motio
on
scenarioss. The objectives are to
t
quantify the perform
mance of thesse
infrastruccture networrks using a high-fidelity
h
y microscale model and tto develop a unified nettwork
model caapable of sim
mulating thee interaction
ns between tthe above tw
wo networkks under diffferent
ground-m
motion scenaarios. The deeveloped graaph-parallel distributed computing ttool is capabble of
simulatin
ng city-scalee infrastructu
ure networkss with hundrred-thousandd links and m
millions of aagents
traversing close to reeal time. The purpose of the ABM tool is to caapture the coomplex city--scale
response from indiviidual agent behaviors.
b
Macro-scale
M
eevents such as earthquaakes influencce the
weights of
o the edgess on a graph
h network (ee.g., reducedd road capaccity/road cloosures updatte the
weights of
o the edges// removal off an edge), which
w
in turnn affect the bbehavior of iindividual aggents,
thus chan
nging the reesponse of a city. In th
his project, pipeline daamage scenaarios by diffferent
ground-m
motion casess are supplied
d by EBMU
UD, and the eeffect on trafffic networkk is examinedd. By
doing so, the dynam
mic performaance of wateer pipelines after an earrthquake and the assesssment
and strattegy of reco
overy of the water netw
work is evaluuated. This project linkks to the woork of
Stanford University,, which aim
ms to build and utilize a model thhat links inddividual bridges’
earthquak
ke-damage-iinduced traff
ffic capacity loss and resstoration witth network-leevel perform
mance
over tim
me. The fragiility curves and recovery time moddels for inddividual briddges subjectted to
earthquak
ke shaking will
w be used as inputs to our HPC-baased transporrtation network tool. A sseries
of ABM simulationss on traffic networks
n
wiill be conduccted to test scenarios w
when both brridges
and wateer pipeline neetworks are affected
a
by an
a earthquakke event.
RESEAR
RCH IMPACT

The loss of accessibiility due to damages/clos
d
sures of trannsportation nnetwork can greatly affecct the
rescue an
nd recovery of a city aftter natural disasters.
d
Traansport assett managers nneed to know
w the
route avaailability, traaffic distribu
ution, reducttion in speedd, and reconnstruction reesources reqquired
under dissaster scenarrios so as to
o evaluate th
he impacts annd plan for disaster relief measures. The
ultimate aim of this project is to
o provide a tool
t
that enaables city-sccale resiliencce planning uusing
16

HPC for infrastructu
ure planners in the Bay Area.
A
The pproposed toool can potenttially be useed for
me and enab
bles probabiilistic analyssis through multiple ruuns for diffferent
analysis in real tim
recovery scenarios after an eaarthquake. Beyond
B
this proposal, further ressearch coulld be
developeed to include more sophisticated mod
dels and infrrastructure tyypes.
3.7

IM
MPLEMENTATION AN
ND VALIDA
ATION OF PM4SAND
D IN OPENS
SEES
Details of the PE
EER funded research prooject “Impleementation aand Validation of
PM4S
Sand in OpenSees” are highlighted
h
bbelow. The pproject Princcipal Investiigator
is Ped
dro Arduino
o, Professor, Departmentt of Civil & Environmenntal Engineeering,
Univeersity of Waashington. Th
he research tteam includees Long Cheen, PhD Graduate
studen
nt, Universitty of Washin
ngton.

Pedro Ardu
uino

ABSTRA
ACT

Soil liqu
uefaction is a major cau
use of damage
during eaarthquakes. To predict the
t behaviorr of
liquefiable soils, adv
vanced consstitutive mod
dels
are neceessary. Overr the last decade
d
seveeral
advanced
d models forr liquefiable soils have been
proposed
d. Among th
hem, PM4S
Sand is a saand
plasticity
y model fo
or earthquak
ke engineerring
applicatio
ons recently
y proposed by Boulan
nger
and Zioto
opoulou [20
015]. This 2D
D plane-straain model follows the pllasticity fram
mework propposed
by Dafaliias and Man
nzari [2004] and
a is based
d on boundinng surface pllasticity and critical statee–soil
mechaniccs concepts. The modeel has been
n calibrated at an elem
ment level tto approxim
mately
simulate general treends observeed in the fiield and em
mpirical corrrelations com
mmonly useed in
geotechn
nical earthqu
uake engineeering practicce. By changging three pprimary inpuut parameterss, the
user can
n achieve reeasonable approximatio
a
ons of desiired behavioor, includinng pore preessure
generatio
on and dissip
pation, limitiing strains, and
a cyclic m
mobility. Usiing secondarry parameterrs (18
in total and
a optional)), the user caan further fiine tune the response, allthough this is not necesssary.
Since its introduction
n, the PM4S
Sand model has drawn w
wide attentioon of geotecchnical engiineers
and researchers due to its relattively easy calibration pprocess andd good agreeement with field
observatiions. The UW Computaational Geom
mechanics ggroup has im
mplemented tthis model aat the
element level using a “contain
ner” constitu
utive driver specially ddesigned to test constittutive
models. Preliminary
y results using conventtional stresss paths are very prom
mising. How
wever,
challengees related to
o model stab
bility and effficiency andd implementtation into O
OpenSees reequire
further work.
w
The go
oal of this proposal
p
is to implemennt PM4Sand in OpenSeees and validdate it
using exiisting experiimental resullts for 2D an
nd 3D bounddary-value prroblems.
RESEAR
RCH IMPACT

Predictio
on of the beh
havior of liqu
uefiable soills is importaant for desiggn. Key to acccomplishingg this
goal is to
o have an ad
dvanced mod
del. Existing
g models usuually requiree many inpuut parameterrs and
those parrameters usu
ually require a great effo
ort to calibraate. The PM44Sand modeel was introdduced
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to provide relativelly good approximation
n and easy calibrationn process. A
An implemented
d model in OpenSees would
w
proviide a reliablle and free ttool to simuulate behaviior of
PM4Sand
liquefiable soils. This tool can bee used by both researcheers and enginneers in pracctice.
3.8

MODELING
M
G BAY ARE
EA TRANSP
PORTATIO
ON NETWO
ORK RESIL
LIENCE
Detaills of the PEE
ER funded research
r
projject “Modelling Bay Areea Transporttation
Netwo
ork Resilien
nce” are high
hlighted beloow. The prooject Princippal Investigaator is
Jack Baker,
B
Associate Professsor, Stanfordd Universityy. The researrch team inccludes
Rodriigo Silva, Graduate
G
Stu
udent Researrcher, Stanfo
ford Universsity and Gitaanjali
Bhattaacharjee, Grraduate Student Researchher, Stanfordd Universityy.

Jack Bake
er

ABSTRA
ACT

The goall of this prroject is to
build a model that
t
links
individuaal bridges’ earthquakee
damage-iinduced
traffic
capacity loss and restoration
with
nettwork-level
performaance over time
t
(e.g.,
additionaal travel tim
me and loss
of criticcal connectiions). The
research objectivess are to
dual bridge
quantify how individ
performaance contrributes to
network--level resilien
nce, and to
understan
nd how resilience can be
b improved
d through miitigation acttions at the iindividual-bbridge
level. We
W will build on our prior
p
work to
t simulate regional-sccale seismic hazards, bbridge
damage, and networrk disruption
n (Figure 1). To this wee are addingg models too characterizze the
on over time of bridge traffic capaacity and neetwork funcctionality. W
We plan to rrelate
restoratio
individuaal bridge risk
k to commun
nity resiliencce, and to effficiently quaantify the im
mpact of channging
componeent performaance (e.g., via retrofit) on
n that resiliennce assessm
ment.
RESEAR
RCH IMPACT

Commun
nity resiliencce is the foccus of signifficant attentiion from a nnumber of ciivic and research
agencies.. Common activities in
nclude the setting
s
of reesilience goals and the developmeent of
frameworks for desccribing resilience. This project
p
aims to develop predictive m
models that rrelate
individuaal bridge perrformance to
o those broad
der resiliencce goals. Onee aim of the project is thhus to
provide a link betw
ween PEER’s work on enhanced bbridge system
ms and the broader woorld’s
interest in
i enhanced
d disaster reesilience. We
W also aim to identify key transpportation nettwork
componeents and corridors who
ose function
ning is deem
med criticall to regionaal resiliencee. By
quantifyiing the beneefits of imprroved bridgee technologyy for comm
munity resilieence, this prroject
will help
p make the case
c
for inveesting in hig
gher-perform
mance bridgee systems (siimilar to thee way
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that PEE
ER’s PBEE has helped
d make the case for invvesting in hhigher-perfoormance buiilding
systems). By using performancce metrics more
m
closelly aligned w
with those of relevance for
resiliencee assessmen
nts, this project will also
o position P
PEER’s research to morre directly pplay a
role in reegional resilience planniing efforts, such
s
as SPU
UR’s work w
with San Fraancisco and those
of the reg
gion’s Chieff Resilience Officers.
O
3.9

LIQUEFACT
L
TION TRIG
GGERING AND
A
EFFEC
CTS AT SIL
LTY-SOIL SITES
Detaills of the PEE
ER funded research projject “Liquefa
faction Trigggering and Efffects
at Siltty-Soil Sitess” are highliighted below
w. The Princcipal Investiggator is Jonathan
D. Brray, Faculty Chair in Earthquake Enngineering E
Excellence, P
Professor of Civil
Engin
neering, UC
C Berkeley. The reseaarch team includes D
Daniel Hutabbarat,
Gradu
uate Student Researcher,, UC Berkeleey.

Jonathan Bray
B

ABSTRA
ACT

Simplifieed liquefacttion triggerring procedu
ures and ppost-liquefacction settlem
ment procedures
provide useful insig
ghts, but theey cannot explain
e
the different levvels of liquuefaction-indduced
uring the 201
10–2011 Can
nterbury earrthquake seqquence. It is extremely raare to
structural damage du
have thee opportunitty to learn how the same
s
groundd and strucctures respoonded to seeveral
significan
nt earthquak
kes that deliv
vered different intensitiies and duraations of stroong shaking. The
well-docu
umented peerformance of land an
nd structuress in Christcchurch, com
mbined withh the
extensivee suite of ground-motio
g
on recording
gs and the comprehenssive subsurfa
face investiggation
program,, provide an exceptional opportunity
y to advancee our understtanding of thhe liquefactiion of
silty soil deposits.
The
T primary research taasks are to
investigaate, characteerize, and model
m
the
seismic performance
p
e of silty-soil sites. At
the start of the projeect, we will investigate
the geolo
ogic conditio
ons of all 55
5 NGL-NZ
sites. We
W will then
n focus on sites that
conventio
onal proced
dures indicaate should
have liq
quefied, bu
ut field ob
bservations
indicate did not liqu
uefy. It is hy
ypothesized
that a common set
s
of disccriminating
depositional
env
vironmental
geologic
factors can
c be identtified at sitees that did
not maniifest liquefaction. It is also
a
hypothesized that an assessmeent of the sooil–water syystem
response of stratified
d soil depossits is requirred to capturre the obserrved cases oof no liquefaaction
manifestaation. PM4S
Sand has justt recently beeen implemennted in OpennSees. It willl be employyed to
perform numerical simulations that
t
capture the nonlineear, effectivee stress response of straatified
silty-soil deposits to develop insights regarding key mechanisms aand probablee reasons foor the
lack of manifestation
m
ns of liqueffaction at sittes that sim
mplified proccedures indiccate should have
liquefied
d. The PM4
4Sand soil model willl be exercissed extensively initiallly to ensurre its
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implemen
ntation in OpenSees
O
is providing reliable resullts. It is hyppothesized thhat the hydrraulic
response of the soil–
–water system
m will be a key issue too explore andd to describee. Lastly, wee will
develop a set of desiign guidelinees for evaluaating liquefaaction triggeering and itss consequencces at
silty-soil sites.
RESEAR
RCH IMPACT

Learning
g from obsservations after
a
design
n-level eartthquakes iss invaluable to advanncing
understan
nding in eaarthquake en
ngineering. Investigatinng the occuurrence or nnonoccurrencce of
liquefaction of stratified depossits of silty
y and sanddy soils andd evaluatingg the effeccts of
liquefaction on bridges and lifelines
l
pro
ovide invalluable inforrmation thaat will servve as
benchmaarks to our understanding
u
g of soil liqu
uefaction. Thhe geologic data can bee used to impprove
current empirical
e
liquefaction triiggering pro
ocedures andd their conseequential efffects. Most oof the
liquefaction data currrently availlable relates to sandy sooils, so careeful examinaation of siltyy-soil
sites willl assist greatlly in broaden
ning the app
plicability off design methhods.
The
T over-prediction of liiquefaction triggering
t
byy current procedures at silty-soil sittes in
Christchu
urch appearss to be due to
t their inability to captuure the seism
mic perform
mance of straatified
silty-soil deposits. Th
he empiricall database ussed to develoop these proocedures connsists primarily of
liquefaction triggerin
ng data from
m sand sites. Conservatism
C
m of the emppirical liqueffaction trigggering
procedurres also conttributes to th
he over-pred
diction of liqquefaction. E
Engineers arre currently faced
with a dilemma:
d
Ho
ow can the prediction
p
of
o liquefactioon in these silty soils uusing establlished
liquefaction triggerin
ng procedurees be reconcciled with th e contradictory observattions that suurface
manifestaations of liqu
uefaction weere not obserrved after inntense shakinng from the Canterbury, New
Zealand, earthquakes? This proj
oject will deevelop insighhts that willl enable engineers to aadjust
state-of-tthe-art liqueefaction proccedures to address
a
the discrepancyy of their ovver-predictioon of
liquefaction triggeriing with th
he field observations tthat stratifieed silty sittes of partiicular
quefaction and
a damage bbridge founddations.
characterristics do nott manifest liq
3.10

AFTERSHO
A
OCK SEISM
MIC VULNE
ERABILITY
Y AND TIME
E-DEPEND
DENT RISK
K
ASSESSME
A
ENT OF BR
RIDGES

Henry V. Bu
urton

Detaails of the PE
EER funded
d research prroject “Afterrshock Seism
mic Vulneraability
and Time-Depen
T
ndent Risk Assessment
A
of Bridges”” are highligghted below. The
projeect Principaal Investigaator is Heenry V. Buurton, Assiistant Profeessor,
Depaartment of Civil
C
and Environmentall Engineerinng and Engleekirk Presideential
Endo
owed Chair in
i Structurall Engineerinng, UCLA. T
The Co-Princcipal Investiigator
is Jo
onathan Stew
wart, Professsor and Deppartment Chaair, Departm
ment of Civiil and
Environmental Engineering
g, UCLA. The reseaarch team includes S
Sujith
Mang
galathu, Po
ostdoctoral Scholar, UC
CLA and Mehrdad S
Shokrabadi, PhD
Cand
didate, UCLA
A.

ABSTRA
ACT

Decision
ns about the structural in
ntegrity and
d functionalitty of earthqquake-damagged bridges are a
critical step
s
in postt-event resp
ponse and recovery.
r
Cuurrently, thee Californiaa Departmennt of
Transporrtation uses a set of brid
dge system--level damagge states as the basis foor classifyinng the
post-earth
hquake opeerability off bridges. The
T
damagge states aare based oon the HA
AZUS
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classificaations (minor, moderate, extensive, and
a completee), with eachh one assignned a “likely postevent traffic state.” For
F example, a bridge th
hat has been classified as having “m
moderate” damage
is deemeed “open to limited pub
blic traffic with
w speed, weight, annd lane restrrictions.” Deespite
HAZUS being the prrimary tool used
u
to inforrm post-earthhquake deciisions regardding the parttial or
w
knowlledge of ressidual structuural capacityy and
completee closure of bridges, thee extent to which
time-dependent afterrshock hazarrd and risk
inform
these
damage-trraffic-state
hips is uncllear. Moreov
ver, while
relationsh
there hass been signifficant researrch on the
seismic vulnerability
v
y and risk to
t bridges
posed by
y mainshockss, recognized
d research
to quanttify the vullnerability and
a
timedependen
nt risk in the aftershock
a
environm
ment is stilll in its infaancy. The
proposed
d research will impleement the
PBEE fraamework to assess the aftershock
a
vulnerability and tim
me-dependen
nt risk of
ke-damaged
d bridges, with the
earthquak
goal of informing deecisions regaarding the
appropriaateness and timing of post-event
p
closure (p
partial and complete).
c
RESEAR
RCH IMPACT

Bridges are
a an essenttial part of th
he transportaation system
m in Californnia and otherr parts of thee U.S.
This is especially
e
tru
ue during th
he period im
mmediately following a major earthhquake wheen the
mobility of emergen
ncy respondeers is highly dependent oon a functiooning transpoortation netw
work.
As such,, decisions regarding
r
th
he structural integrity annd functionaality of eartthquake-dam
maged
bridges are
a a criticall step in postt-event response and reccovery. The developmennt of quantittative
and com
mparable meeasures of aftershock
a
bridge
b
perfo
formance wiill ultimatelly lead to more
informed
d post-earthq
quake decisions related to bridge cllosures, whicch has direcct implicatioons to
the functionality and recovery off transportatiion networkss.
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3.11

POST-EART
P
THQUAKE FIRE PER
RFORMANC
CE OF IND
DUSTRIAL FACILITIES
Detaills of the PE
EER funded research prooject “Post-eearthquake F
Fire Perform
mance
of Ind
dustrial Faciilities” are highlighted
h
bbelow. The pproject Princcipal Investiigator
is Ericca C. Fischeer, Assistant Professor, O
Oregon Statee University.

Erica C. Fissher

ABSTRA
ACT

This projject is a seed
d project thaat will produ
uce results nnecessary forr a much larger scope prroject
on perfo
ormance-based earthquaake and firee engineerinng. The scoope of the project inccludes
evaluatio
on and invesstigation of the
t post-eartthquake fire performancce of industrrial facilities. The
investigaation will usse OpenSees. Previous researcherss have demoonstrated goood results uusing
OpenSeees for multi-h
hazard evalu
uation of buildings. In ssome cases, post-earthquuake fires teend to
cause mo
ore damage than the eaarthquake itsself. In the ccase of the 1906 San F
Francisco annd the
1923 Tok
kyo earthquake, 80% off the damage was causeed by post-earthquake fiires. A varieety of
ground acceleration
ns will be used and combined
c
ddesign fire scenarios developed uusing
performaance-based fire
f engineerring approaches. The vvarying grouund acceleraations will ccause
varying degrees of damage to the building
g during thhe earthquakke phase of the simulattions.
r
tto quantify hhow much additional dam
mage
Varying ground acceelerations will allow the researchers
is causeed by the fire versus the earthq
quake grounnd motion. This workk will inteegrate
seismological, multi--hazard, and
d socio-econo
omical aspeccts of earthqquake and fiire engineeriing to
nt and the resilience of ccommunitiess. Cities on the west coaast of
improve emergency managemen
the U.S. are quantify
ying the econ
nomic impacct of post-earrthquake firees on their ccommunitiess. The
proposed
d research prroject would
d work with practitioners
p
s to communnicate the ressults and devvelop
retrofit sttrategies thaat improve th
he performan
nce of buildiings in post--earthquake fires and aree able
to be imp
plemented by
y contractorss.
RESEAR
RCH IMPACT

The lossses from po
ost-earthquak
ke fires can
n be compaarable to thhose experieenced only from
earthquak
kes. Typicall building deesign allows for plastic ddeformation of the buildding and doees not
require fire
fi suppressiion systems to be operab
ble after an eearthquake. This type off design apprroach
leaves many
m
structurres vulnerab
ble to post-eaarthquake fiires without the capabiliity of operattional
automatic fire supprression systeems. In add
dition, if a bbuilding has already expperienced pplastic
deformattions, the strructure is alrready weakeened and pottentially hass residual deeformations w
when
the fire in
nitiates. As both the earrthquake- an
nd fire-enginneering fields move towaard performancebased firre engineering approach
hes, more buildings
b
caan be designned to havee operationaal fire
suppressiion systems post-earthqu
uake that acccommodate the plastic deformationn of the strucctural
system; however,
h
theere are still many vulnerable existinng buildingss in high seissmic regionss that
have nott been design
ned with peerformance-b
based engineeering practtices in mindd. This workk has
direct im
mpact on th
he structurall engineerin
ng and emeergency mannagement practice. Thrrough
evaluatio
on of industrrial facilities in post-eartthquake firess, this projecct will identiify the vulneerable
componeents of thesee facilities an
nd targeted improvemennts that can be made. T
The results oof this
research can provid
de importantt information regardingg emergencyy managemeent of citiess and
22

communities. By ideentifying types of structu
ures vulnerabble to collappse or partiall collapse in postke fires, com
mmunities caan realisticallly plan for ttheir recoverry after a dissaster. The reesults
earthquak
of this reesearch projeect would bee the foundaation for a m
much larger pproject that uuses OpenSeees to
evaluate critical transsportation in
nfrastructure for post-earrthquake firees. The resullts of the research
ontribute to both
b
the perrformance-baased earthquuake engineeering and peerformance-bbased
would co
fire engin
neering desig
gn methodollogies.
3.12

DISSIPATIV
D
VE BASE CONNECTIO
C
ONS FOR MOMENT--FRAME ST
TRUCTURE
ES
IN
N AIRPORT
TS AND OT
THER TRA
ANSPORTA
ATION SYS
STEMS

Amit M. Kan
nvinde

Detaiils of the PE
EER funded research prroject “Dissiipative Basee Connectionns for
Mom
ment Frame Structures in
i Airports and Other T
Transportatiion Systemss” are
highllighted below. The pro
oject Princippal Investigator is Am
mit M. Kanvvinde,
Profeessor, UC Daavis. The ressearch team includes Vinncente Pericoli, Post-docctoral
Reseaarcher, UC Davis;
D
Yazh
hi Zhu, Postt-doctoral Reesearcher, U
UC Davis; M
Mason
Walteers, Forell Elsesser,
E
PEE
ER BIP; Geeoff Bomba,, Forell Elseesser, PEER BIP;
and Ali
A Roufegarrinejad, Foreell Elsesser, P
PEER BIP.

ABSTRA
ACT

Steel co
olumn to concrete footing
f
connectio
ons are critical componeents of
numerou
us structurres within
n the
transporttation infraastructure. These
primarily
y include moment
m
fram
mes in
airports (a
( large majority of airp
ports in
Californiia utilize these
t
to achieve
a
unobstructed bays), and in num
merous
pre-1990
0
bridges
and
frreeway
overpasses. The cu
urrent practiice for
g base conneections is inh
hibited
designing
by know
wledge gaps in several areas,
with seerious impllications fo
or the
performaance and ecconomy of critical
c
infrastruccture. First, structural systems
s
do not allow dductile/dissiipative respoonse in the base
connectio
ons, requirin
ng designerss to design them
t
as elasstic and fixeed. This resuults in extreemely
expensiv
ve base conn
nections. Reccent experim
mental researrch shows thhat the base connectionss may
be highly
y ductile, whereas
w
the columns
c
hav
ve limited rrotation capaacity (due too local or laateral
torsional buckling). Against
A
this backdrop, th
his study deevelops a dessign paradiggm that allow
ws for
dissipatio
on/inelastic deformation
n in the baase connectiions, while providing aacceptable fframe
performaance. This is
i achieved through a coordinatedd plan of teesting and simulation; tests
(supporteed independ
dently of thee PEER projject) are reqquired to deevelop resilient (i.e., relliably
ductile and
a
repairaable) base connectionss, whereas simulationss are requiired to exaamine
interactio
ons between
n these connections and the system,, to establishh acceptancee/demand crriteria
for the components
c
themselves while deveeloping guiddelines for sstructural deesign such thhat it
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achieves acceptable performance (e.g., collapse probabilities, deformations etc.), as determined
within a PBEE framework.
RESEARCH IMPACT

Column base connections are an essential component of a huge number of transportation
structures. Moreover, they are possibly the most important connections in these structures
because they carry the largest forces and interact with the frame affecting its response. Current
design/construction practices for base connections as well as the structures that utilize them have
major conservatisms in material requirements (e.g., deeper embedment or large anchor rods) and
inefficiencies (e.g., multiple concrete pours, coordination between steel and concrete trades) that
may be eliminated by more research on embedded base connections. These outcomes (mitigation
of conservatisms and inefficiencies) will be particularly impactful for two reasons:


They will affect all structures that employ steel–concrete footing connections. These
impacts are not limited to one connection detail or issue, and have a broad impact
affecting possibly thousands of transportation structures.



Research on base connections is much less developed compared to other connections
(beam–column connections). As a result, we are on the steep part of the learning curve,
such that major (rather than incremental) advances in our understanding of these
connections are expected.

These impacts will be pursued through early and sustained engagement with key code/standard
committees, including the American Institute of Steel Construction.
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3.13

TSUNAMI
T
DEBRIS:
D
SIIMULATING
G HAZARD
D AND LOA
ADS

Patrick Lyynett

Detaails of the PEER fund
ded researchh project “T
Tsunami Deebris: Simullating
Hazzard and Loaads” are high
hlighted beloow. The prooject Princippal Investigaator is
Patrrick J. Lyneett, Professo
or of Civil Engineeringg, USC. Thhe research team
inclu
udes Aykut Ayca, Gradu
uate Studentt Researcherr, USC.

ABSTRA
ACT

Port facillities are am
mong the mosst vulnerablee to tsunami hazards. Evven a relativeely small tsuunami
causing limited
l
or no
n inundatio
on locally co
ould greatlyy impact porrt operationns through sstrong
currents. Large vesssels, when pulled from
m their berrths by thee tsunami ccurrents, become
“extraord
dinary debriis,” causing severe dam
mage to anyy structure they might impact. W
With a
reasonable handle on
o tsunami--induced cu
urrent modeeling in porrts, it becoomes feasible to
accuratelly predict bo
oth the generration and traansport of deebris. It is thhe main goall of this propposed
project to
o develop, validate,
v
and
d apply transport modelss for variouss types of deebris inside pports,
such thatt both the prrobability off debris impaact as well a s the magnittude of debrris loading can be
quantified. For this research arrea, we diviide the debrris transportt modeling studies intoo two
categoriees: (1) detailed 3D simu
ulation of th
he flow arouund a single large objeect; and (2) twohorizontaal-dimension
n (2HD) sim
mulation off a
large vo
olume of debris
d
throu
ugh port-sizzed
domains.. These two
o approachees representt a
means to
o answer reesearch queestions on two
t
different scales. The 3D simulatiion permits the
quantification of the detailed pressure
distributiion around an object or structu
ure,
which th
hen allows for a proper design in
response to these loaads. In the 2HD
2
study, we
u
the combineed and coup
pled
aim to understand
dynamicss of a tsunam
mi churning through a port
p
with a teemporally in
ncreasing deebris field. The
T
debris fieeld includes objects with length scaales
typical of
o cargo sh
hipping con
ntainers, sm
mall
boats, an
nd vehicles to understand
d the impactt of
the debriis on the flow
w field and the
t potentiall to
impart lo
oads on strucctures.
RESEAR
RCH IMPACT

Advances in this areaa are greatly
y in need, as existing appproaches forr debris loadding (e.g. Chhapter
6 of ASC
CE7-16) aree shockingly
y crude and
d often highhly conservaative. Indeedd, as the AS
SCE7
tsunami subcommitte
s
ee begins to organize forr ASCE7-222 revisions, eearly discusssions indicatee that
the debriis loading seection will undergo
u
sign
nificant revi sion. The reesearch propposed here w
would
likely be the main gu
uide for deteermining how
w to change the section. In the shortt term, the aability
to predicct debris transport in ports, and the detachm
ment and drrifting of laarge vesselss has
immediatte applicatio
on. Scenario
o simulation
ns will be peerformed att major portts along the U.S.
West Coast (i.e., San
n Diego, LA
A/LB, Oaklan
nd/Richmonnd, and Seatttle/Tacoma) to both visuualize
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and quan
ntify debris effects. Finaally, a work
kshop will bbe organizedd to demonsstrate the neeed to
recognizee the tsunam
mi debris hazzard, and to show
s
stakehholders how to use the ddeveloped toools to
estimate local impaccts. Industry
y in the eneergy and carrgo sectors, as well as the Navy, C
Coast
Guard, an
nd port/harb
bor commissiions will be brought toggether in the workshop aand will be shhown
the poten
ntial of thesee hazards in their
t
local po
orts.
3.14

IN
NFLUENCE
E OF VERT
TICAL GRO
OUND SHA
AKING ON DESIGN O
OF BRIDGE
ES
IS
SLOLATED
D WITH FR
RICTION PE
ENDULUM BEARINGS
Detaiils of the PEER
P
fundeed research project “Innfluence of Vertical Grround
Shakiing on Desiign of Bridg
ges Isolatedd with Frictiion Penduluum Bearingss” are
highliighted below
w. The projeect Principall Investigatoor is Keri L. Ryan, Assoociate
Profeessor of Civiil Engineerin
ng, Universiity of Nevadda, Reno. Thhe research team
includ
des Rushil Mojidra,
M
Grraduate Studdent Researcher, Univeersity of Nevada,
Reno.

Keri Rya
an

ABSTRA
ACT

The objeective of thiss seed projecct is to answ
wer the questtion: “Shoulld vertical grround shakinng be
explicitly
y considered
d in the dessign of bridg
ges with friiction penduulum bearinggs?” The prroject
builds on
n prior NEES/E-Defensee testing thatt demonstratted both expperimentallyy and numeriically
that vertiical shaking
g can increasse both the base shear and the storry acceleratiions in buildings
isolated with
w triple pendulum beaarings. Vertiical shaking introduces a high-frequuency variatiion in
bearing axial
a
force th
hat is transm
mitted to thee base shear and can exxcite higher sstructural m
modes.
More com
mplete underrstanding is needed to deevelop sensiible guidelinnes for includding this effe
fect in
design. Application
A
to bridges, due to theeir relative ssimplicity, iis an ideal starting poiint to
develop a holistic understandin
u
ng of the in
nfluence off vertical shhaking on rrelevant respponse
quantities.
A simplifieed bridge
model will
w be developed and
computattional
simulations
performeed to undeerstand the
influencee of verticcal ground
shaking on
o bridge reesponse as a
function
of
key
y
system
parameteers. The model
m
will
capture the
t vertical vibration
v
off
the superrstructure sp
pans, which
is
acccomplished
through
element
discretizaation
and
distributeed mass. A parametric
study willl be conduccted to underrstand how the
t base sheaar varies witth increasingg vertical shaaking
intensity. The bridge seismic response willl be evaluaated by respponse historry analysis uusing
OpenSeees under a su
uite of ground motions th
hat best repreesents high vvertical seism
micity (V/H
H ratio
of 1.2). Isolation beearings will be modeled
d using singgle friction pendulum bearing or triple
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friction pendulum elements, which use friction models to simulate the interaction of bearing
axial force and lateral force. Increase in base shear and other effects for 3D shaking relative to
2D shaking will be evaluated, focusing on systematic trends that can be justified by fundamental
engineering principles. A small project Advisory Board will be assembled to provide input in the
design of the parametric study.
RESEARCH IMPACT

Performance-based design techniques are used for critical infrastructure that have seismic
performance objectives beyond minimum code requirements. Highway bridges are a critical
component of resilient transportation systems that support post-earthquake response and
recovery. Seismic isolation techniques are recognized as an effective option to reliably achieve
high post-earthquake performance objectives such as continuous operation. The influence of
vertical shaking on the lateral response of systems with friction pendulum bearings has been
identified as a potential shortcoming that may prevent achievement of envisioned performance
objectives targeted through PEER performance-based earthquake engineering methodology.
However, prior research has shown that the influence of vertical shaking can be reliably
predicted through properly constructed models and analysis techniques. In this project, a
thorough parametric study will lead to more complete understanding of the significance of
vertical shaking on isolated bridges with a variety of response characteristics, and may ultimately
lead to recommended changes in the design of bridges isolated with triple pendulum bearings. If
it is concluded that vertical shaking should be considered, then follow-up work is anticipated to
determine the specifics of design guidelines for seismically isolated bridges. Efforts to determine
specifics should be driven by interaction and feedback with code committees, such as AASHTO
or Caltrans.
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3.15

DEVELOPM
D
MENT OF A DATABAS
SE AND A TOOLBOX
X FOR REG
GIONAL
SEISMIC
S
RIISK ASSES
SSMENT OF
O CALIFO RNIA’S HIG
GHWAY BRIDGES

Ertugrul Tacciroglu

Detaails of the PE
EER funded research prroject “Deveelopment of a Database aand a
Toollbox for Regional
R
Seiismic Risk Assessmennt of Califoornia’s Highhway
Brid
dges” are hig
ghlighted beelow. The pproject Princcipal Investiigator is Erttugrul
Taciroglu, Profeessor, UCLA
A. The research team includes B
Barbaros Ceetiner,
duate Studen
nt Research
her, UCLA and Peng-Y
Yu Chen, G
Graduate Stuudent
Grad
Reseearcher, UCL
LA.

ABSTRA
ACT

The firsst objectivee of this proposed
project is to deveelop a dattabase of
Californiia’s bridges. This dataabase will
provide various datta and metaadata that
can be used by ex
xperts from multiple
domains,, including bridge
b
engin
neers, city
planners,, emergenccy respond
ders, and
insurancee researcherrs. The dataabase will
be launch
hed with con
ntent that is harvested
by the prroject team from severaal sources,
and it will be editable by direct in
nput from
hrough a crrowd-sourcin
ng model
users—th
like Wikipedia—a
W
and by automated
a
continuou
us updating scripts deveeloped by
the pro
oject team.. The seccond-year
objectivee of the project willl be to
synthesizze a computtational seism
mic “app”—
—BridgeR—
—that will intteract with tthe databasee and
produce continuouss performaance-based seismic aassessments of Califoornia’s highhway
transporttation networrk. BridgeR will producee quantitativve results in the form of site- and faccilityspecific seismic
s
brid
dge fragilitiees, which wiill ultimatelyy enable reggional econoomic loss stuudies.
BridgeR will inciden
ntally form the
t blueprin
nt for future apps that w
will be deveeloped by exxperts
from oth
her domains (e.g., first reesponders). Through thee present project, we aim
m to develoop the
backbonee of BridgeR
R, verify it, and
a apply it to
t a set of tesstbed bridgees in Los Anngeles.
RESEAR
RCH IMPACT

Once pub
blicly launch
hed, the dataabase and its seismic appp BridgeR w
will have the potential to grow
and evollve with con
ntributions from
f
many users
u
due too its open-acccess architeecture and oopensource bu
uilding block
ks. The resu
ulting bridge--specific seiismic safety//loss informaation can bee used
by decision makers who play integral
i
rolees in managging seismicc risks. Thaat is, governnment
policymaakers can beetter prioritizze critical bridges
b
for rretrofits; andd emergencyy first-responders
can betteer prepare, plan,
p
and reeact to a pow
werful earthhquake if thhey know w
where the greeatest
structural damage is most likely to
t occur.
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3.16

ACCOUNTI
A
NG FOR EARTHQUA
AKE DURA
ATION IN PERFORMA
ANCE-BASED
EVALUATIO
E
ON AND DE
ESIGN OF BRIDGES (UNR-STA
ANFORD
COLLABOR
C
RATION)

David San
nders

Greg Deierlein

Details off the PEER ffunded reseaarch projectt “Accountinng for
Earthquak
ke Duration in Perform
mance-Basedd Evaluationn and
Design of
o Bridges (UNR-Staanford Colllaboration)” are
highlighteed below. Thhe project Prrincipal Inveestigator is D
David
H. Sanderrs, Universitty of Nevadda, Reno. Thhe research team
includes John
J
Andersson, Univerrsity of Nevvada, Reno; Greg
Deierlein,, Stanford Universityy; and Moohammed S
Saeed
Mohammed, Dynamicc Isolation S
Services.

ABSTRA
ACT

Previous studies hav
ve shown thaat earthquak
ke duration
can have a significan
nt effect on structural
s
perrformance,
decreasin
ng displacem
ment capacity
y on the ord
der of 25%
and increeasing the rissk of structu
ural collapse compared
to shorteer-duration motions
m
upo
on which most
m
design
models and
a criteria are
a based. In
n addition to
o concerns
related to
o long-duratiion motions from large magnitude
(M8 and
d M9) earth
hquakes, durration effectts are also
importan
nt for evaluaating structurral performaance under
aftershoccks and multtiple earthqu
uake events.
The
T overall goal
g
of this project is to
t develop
models and reco
ommendation
ns for considering
earthquak
ke duration in the perrformance assessment
a
and desig
gn of bridgees. Related objectives
o
are as followss: (1) to deveelop improvved design ddetails
to mitigaate the effectt of duration on reinforceed concrete bbridge piers; and (2) to lleverage research
on cyclicc deterioratiion to help qualify the use of highh-strength rreinforcemennt in the seismic
design off bridges. Fo
our shake taable column experimentts will be coonducted at tthe Universiity of
Nevada, Reno, that will
w be exten
nded through
h the use of aanalytical m
modelling. Thhe test resultts and
analyses will be integrated thro
ough the PE
EER perform
mance-basedd frameworkk to consideer the
combined
d effects of ground-moti
g
ion intensity
y, spectral shhape, and duuration on strructural respponse.
The fram
mework will be applied to
t develop and
a calibratee performancce-based dessign requirem
ments
that acco
ount for earrthquake durration. The proposed reesearch willl be conduccted throughh two
companio
on projects at
a the Univerrsity of Nevaada, Reno annd Stanford University.
RESEAR
RCH IMPACT

This projject will dev
velop seismicc design pro
ovisions thatt account forr earthquakee duration efffects,
which arre especially
y important for Northern Californiaa, Oregon, aand Washinggton where large
subductio
on earthquak
kes are expeected to occu
ur. The projeect will also contribute tto the reliablle use
of high-sstrength rein
nforcement for bridgess in high seeismic regioons and devvelop detaills for
mitigatin
ng duration impact. Th
he PIs will work withh Caltrans, AASHTO, ACI, and other
organizattions to impllement the reesearch find
dings into dessign standarrds.
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3.17

FLUID–STR
F
RUCTURE INTERACT
I
TION AND P
PYTHON S
SCRIPTING
G
CAPABILIT
C
TIES IN OPE
ENSEES
Dettails of the PEER
P
fundeed research project “Fluuid-Structuree Interactionn and
Pyth
hon Scriptin
ng Capabilitiies in OpenS
Sees” are higghlighted beelow. The prroject
Prin
ncipal Invesstigator is Minjie
M
Zhu, Oregon Staate Universiity. The research
team
m includes Michael
M
H. Scott,
S
Co-PI, Oregon Staate Universitty.

Minjie Zhu
Z

ABSTRA
ACT

Building upon recent advancess in OpenS
Sees, the gooals of this project aree to expandd the
framework’s Python
n scripting caapabilities and
a to furtheer develop iits fluid–struucture interaaction
(FSI) sim
mulation cap
pabilities, which
w
are based on the particle finiite-element m
method (PF
FEM).
From thee start of theeir developm
ment, the FS
SI modules inn OpenSeess have been based on Pyython
scripting, and to accomplish FSII simulation
ns in OpenSeees, Python commands have been aadded
for a limiited number of pre-existting element and materiaal commandss available inn OpenSees, e.g.,
linear-elaastic trianglle elements and beam
m–column ellements witth Concretee01/Steel01 fiber
sections. However, hundreds off constitutiv
ve models aand elementt formulatioons remain tto be
he Python um
mbrella for FSI
F and geneeral OpenSeees use. The original scriipting
incorporaated under th
languagee, Tcl, in OpenSees is strring-based, powerful,
p
annd easy to leearn; howeveer, it is not ssuited
for matheematical com
mputations. Recent
R
trend
ds in scriptinng languagess for engineeering applicaations
have emb
braced moree general, sccientific lang
guages such as Python, w
which has evolved to a large
community with numerous
n
liibraries for numerical computingg, data anaalysis, scieentific
visualizaation,
an
nd
web
developm
ment.
Extending
OpenSeees to Python
n will help
OpenSeees keep pacee with new
scripting developm
ments from
the
sccientific
computing
community and make
m
the
framework more accessible to
graduate students who
w
likely
have learned
l
Py
ython as
undergraaduates.
RESEAR
RCH IMPACT

This projject will inccrease the user
u
base of OpenSees w
with the poppular Python interpreterr and
improve the user ex
xperience off OpenSees with a frienndlier user iinterface. Thhe wide arraay of
libraries available in
n Python, e.g., numpy, pandas, etc ., will allow
w OpenSeess to be usedd in a
variety of
o Python-baased applicattions. The continued
c
deevelopment of OpenSeees for FSI viia the
PFEM will
w supportt the develo
opment of fragility cuurves and oother structtural engineeering
applicatio
ons using th
he nonlinear structural models
m
with which curreent OpenSeees users feel most
comfortaable.
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PEER REPORTS 2017

PEER 2017/01

2016 PEER Annual Report. Khalid M. Mosalam, Amarnath Kasalanati, and Grace
Kang. March 2017.

The Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center (PEER) is a multi-institutional research
and education center with headquarters at the University of California, Berkeley. PEER’s
mission is to develop, validate, and disseminate performance-based seismic design
technologies for buildings and infrastructure to meet the diverse economic and safety needs
of owners and society.
The year 2016 began with a change of leadership at PEER. On January 1, Professor Khalid
Mosalam became the new PEER Director as Professor Stephen Mahin completed his 6- year
term. Also in early 2016, Dr. Yousef Bozorgnia stepped down from the position of Executive
Director, after serving as a key member of PEER’s management team for over 12 years.
Several accomplishments of the Center during the leadership of Director Mahin were
recounted during the PEER Annual Meeting on January 28–29, 2016. This meeting also set
the course of the Center with several new thrust areas identified for future research.
During the past year, PEER has continued its track record of multi-institutional research with
several multi-year Mega-Projects. The PEER Tall Buildings Initiative (TBI) was recently
expanded to include assessment of the seismic performance of existing tall buildings. The
California Earthquake Authority (CEA) awarded a $3.4 million, 3.5-year research contract to
PEER to investigate the seismic performance of wood-frame homes with cripple walls. The
project will directly contribute to the improvement of seismic resiliency of California’s
housing stock. Former Director Mahin will lead a broad effort for computational modeling
and simulation (SimCenter) of the effects of natural hazards on the built environment.
Supported by a 5-year, $10.9-million grant from the National Science Foundation (NSF), the
SimCenter is part of the Natural Hazards Engineering Research Infrastructure (NHERI)
initiative, a distributed, multiuser national facility that will provide natural hazards engineers
with access to research infrastructure (earthquake and wind engineering experimental
facilities, cyberinfrastructure, computational modeling and simulation tools, and research
data), coupled with education and community outreach activities.
In addition to the Mega Projects, PEER researchers were involved in a wide range of
research activities in the areas of geohazards, tsunami, and the built environment focusing on
the earthquake performance of old and new reinforced concrete and steel structures, tall
buildings, and bridges including rapid bridge construction. As part of its mission, PEER
participated in a wide range of education and outreach activities, including a summer
internship program, seminars, OpenSees days, and participation in several national and
international conferences. The Center became an active board member of two prominent
international organizations, namely GADRI (Global Alliance of Disaster Research Institutes)
and ILEE (International Laboratory of Earthquake Engineering). PEER researchers and
projects were recognized with awards from several organizations.
Going forward, PEER aims to improve the profile and external exposure of the Center
globally, strengthen the Business-Industry-Partnership (BIP) program, engage the
Institutional Board (IB) and the Industry Advisory Board (IAB) to identify new areas of
research, and explore new funding opportunities.
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PEER 2017/02

U.S.–New Zealand–Japan Workshop: Liquefaction-Induced Ground Movements
Effects, University of California, Berkeley, California, 2–4 November 2016. Jonathan
D. Bray, Ross W. Boulanger, Misko Cubrinovski, Kohji Tokimatsu, Steven L. Kramer,
Thomas O’Rourke, Ellen Rathje, Russell A. Green, Peter K. Robinson, and Christine
Z. Beyzaei. March 2017.

There is much to learn from the recent New Zealand and Japan earthquakes. These
earthquakes produced differing levels of liquefaction-induced ground movements that
damaged buildings, bridges, and buried utilities. Along with the often spectacular
observations of infrastructure damage, there were many cases where well-built facilities
located in areas of liquefaction-induced ground failure were not damaged. Researchers are
working on characterizing and learning from these observations of both poor and good
performance.
The “Liquefaction-Induced Ground Movements Effects” workshop provided an opportunity
to take advantage of recent research investments following these earthquake events to
develop a path forward for an integrated understanding of how infrastructure performs with
various levels of liquefaction. Fifty-five researchers in the field, two-thirds from the U.S. and
one-third from New Zealand and Japan, convened in Berkeley, California, in November
2016. The objective of the workshop was to identify research thrusts offering the greatest
potential for advancing our capabilities for understanding, evaluating, and mitigating the
effects of liquefaction-induced ground movements on structures and lifelines. The workshop
also advanced the development of younger researchers by identifying promising research
opportunities and approaches, and promoting future collaborations among participants.
During the workshop, participants identified five cross-cutting research priorities that need to
be addressed to advance our scientific understanding of and engineering procedures for soil
liquefaction effects during earthquakes. Accordingly, this report was organized to address
five research themes: (1) case history data; (2) integrated site characterization; (3) numerical
analysis; (4) challenging soils; and (5) effects and mitigation of liquefaction in the built
environment and communities. These research themes provide an integrated approach toward
transformative advances in addressing liquefaction hazards worldwide.
The archival documentation of liquefaction case history datasets in electronic data
repositories for use by the broader research community is critical to accelerating advances in
liquefaction research. Many of the available liquefaction case history datasets are not fully
documented, published, or shared. Developing and sharing well-documented liquefaction
datasets reflect significant research efforts. Therefore, datasets should be published with a
permanent DOI, with appropriate citation language for proper acknowledgment in
publications that use the data.
Integrated site characterization procedures that incorporate qualitative geologic information
about the soil deposits at a site and the quantitative information from in situ and laboratory
engineering tests of these soils are essential for quantifying and minimizing the uncertainties
associated site characterization. Such information is vitally important to help identify
potential failure modes and guide in situ testing. At the site scale, one potential way to do this
is to use proxies for depositional environments. At the fabric and microstructure scale, the
use of multiple in situ tests that induce different levels of strain should be used to
characterize soil properties.
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The development of new in situ testing tools and methods that are more sensitive to soil
fabric and microstructure should be continued. The development of robust, validated
analytical procedures for evaluating the effects of liquefaction on civil infrastructure persists
as a critical research topic. Robust validated analytical procedures would translate into more
reliable evaluations of critical civil infrastructure iv performance, support the development of
mechanics-based, practice-oriented engineering models, help eliminate suspected biases in
our current engineering practices, and facilitate greater integration with structural, hydraulic,
and wind engineering analysis capabilities for addressing multi-hazard problems. Effective
collaboration across countries and disciplines is essential for developing analytical
procedures that are robust across the full spectrum of geologic, infrastructure, and natural
hazard loading conditions encountered in practice.
There are soils that are challenging to characterize, to model, and to evaluate, because their
responses differ significantly from those of clean sands: they cannot be sampled and tested
effectively using existing procedures, their properties cannot be estimated confidently using
existing in situ testing methods, or constitutive models to describe their responses have not
yet been developed or validated. Challenging soils include but are not limited to: interbedded
soil deposits, intermediate (silty) soils, mine tailings, gravelly soils, crushable soils, aged
soils, and cemented soils. New field and laboratory test procedures are required to
characterize the responses of these materials to earthquake loadings, physical experiments are
required to explore mechanisms, and new soil constitutive models tailored to describe the
behavior of such soils are required. Well-documented case histories involving challenging
soils where both the poor and good performance of engineered systems are documented are
also of high priority.
Characterizing and mitigating the effects of liquefaction on the built environment requires
understanding its components and interactions as a system, including residential housing,
commercial and industrial buildings, public buildings and facilities, and spatially distributed
infrastructure, such as electric power, gas and liquid fuel, telecommunication, transportation,
water supply, wastewater conveyance/treatment, and flood protection systems. Research to
improve the characterization and mitigation of liquefaction effects on the built environment
is essential for achieving resiliency. For example, the complex mechanisms of ground
deformation caused by liquefaction and building response need to be clarified and the
potential bias and dispersion in practice-oriented procedures for quantifying building
response to liquefaction need to be quantified. Component-focused and system performance
research on lifeline response to liquefaction is required. Research on component behavior can
be advanced by numerical simulations in combination with centrifuge and large-scale soil–
structure interaction testing. System response requires advanced network analysis that
accounts for the propagation of uncertainty in assessing the effects of liquefaction on large,
geographically distributed systems. Lastly, research on liquefaction mitigation strategies,
including aspects of ground improvement, structural modification, system health monitoring,
and rapid recovery planning, is needed to identify the most effective, cost efficient, and
sustainable measures to improve the response and resiliency of the built environment.
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PEER 2017/03

NGA-East Ground-Motion Models for the U.S. Geological Survey National Seismic
Hazard Maps. Christine A. Goulet, Yousef Bozorgnia, Nicolas Kuehn, Linda Al Atik,
Robert R. Youngs, Robert W. Graves, and Gail M. Atkinson. March 2017.

The purpose of this report is to provide a set of ground motion models (GMMs) to be
considered by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) for their National Seismic Hazard Maps
(NSHMs) for the Central and Eastern U.S. (CEUS). These interim GMMs are adjusted and
modified from a set of preliminary models developed as part of the Next Generation
Attenuation for Central and Eastern North-America (CENA) project (NGA-East). The NGAEast objective was to develop a new ground-motion characterization (GMC) model for the
CENA region. The GMC model consists of a set of GMMs for median and standard
deviation of ground motions and their associated weights in the logic-tree for use in
probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA).
NGA-East is a large multidisciplinary project coordinated by the Pacific Earthquake
Engineering Research Center (PEER), at the University of California, Berkeley. The project
has two components: (1) a set of scientific research tasks, and (2) a model-building
component following the framework of the “Seismic Senior Hazard Analysis Committee
(SSHAC) Level 3” [Budnitz et al. 1997; NRC 2012]. Component (2) is built on the scientific
results of component (1) of the NGA-East Project. This report does not document the final
NGA-East model under (2), but instead presents interim GMMs for use in the U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS) National Seismic Hazard Maps.
Under component (1) of NGA-East, several scientific issues were addressed, including: (a)
development of a new database of empirical data recorded in CENA; (b) development of a
regionalized ground-motion map for CENA, (c) definition of the reference site condition; (d)
simulations of ground motions based on different methodologies, (e) development of
numerous GMMs for CENA, and (f) the development of the current report. The scientific
tasks of NGA-East were all documented as a series of PEER reports.
This report documents the GMMs recommended by the authors for consideration by the
USGS for their NSHM. The report documents the key elements involved in the development
of the proposed GMMs and summarizes the median and aleatory models for ground motions
along with their recommended weights. The models presented here build on the work from
the authors and aim to globally represent the epistemic uncertainty in ground motions for
CENA.
The NGA-East models for the USGS NSHMs includes a set of 13 GMMs defined for 25
ground-motion intensity measures, applicable to CENA in the moment magnitude range of
4.0 to 8.2 and covering distances up to 1500 km. Standard deviation models are also provided
for general PSHA applications (ergodic standard deviation). Adjustment factors are provided
for hazard computations involving the Gulf Coast region.
PEER 2017/04

Expert Panel Recommendations for Ergodic Site Amplification in Central and Eastern
North America. Jonathan P. Stewart, Grace A Parker, Joseph P. Harmon, Gail M.
Atkinson, David M. Boore, Robert B. Darragh, Walter J. Silva, and Youssef M.A.
Hashash. March 2017.

The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) national seismic hazard maps have historically been
produced for a reference site condition of VS30 = 760 m/sec (where VS30 is time averaged
shear wave velocity in the upper 30 m of the site). The resulting ground motions are modified
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for five site classes (A-E) using site amplification factors for peak acceleration and ranges of
short- and long-oscillator periods. As a result of Project 17 recommendations, this practice is
being revised: (1) maps will be produced for a range of site conditions (as represented by
VS30) instead of a single reference condition; and (2) the use of site factors for period ranges
is being replaced with period-specific factors over the period range of interest (approximately
0.1 to 10 sec). Since the development of the current framework for site amplification factors
in 1992, the technical basis for the site factors used in conjunction with the USGS hazard
maps has remained essentially unchanged, with only one modification (in 2014). The
approach has been to constrain site amplification for low-to-moderate levels of ground
shaking using inference from observed ground motions (approximately linear site response),
and to use ground response simulations (recently combined with observations) to constrain
nonlinear site response. Both the linear and nonlinear site response has been based on data
and geologic conditions in the western U.S. (an active tectonic region). This project and a
large amount of previous and contemporaneous related research (e.g., NGA-East
Geotechnical Working Group for site response) has sought to provide an improved basis for
the evaluation of ergodic site amplification in central and eastern North America (CENA).
The term ‘ergodic’ in this context refers to regionally-appropriate, but not site-specific, site
amplification models (i.e., models are appropriate for CENA generally, but would be
expected to have bias for any particular site). The specific scope of this project was to review
and synthesize relevant research results so as to provide recommendations to the USGS for
the modeling of ergodic site amplification in CENA for application in the next version of
USGS maps.
The panel assembled for this project recommends a model provided as three terms that are
additive in natural logarithmic units. Two describe linear site amplification. One of these
describes VS30-scaling relative to a 760 m/sec reference, is largely empirical, and has several
distinct attributes relative to models for active tectonic regions. The second linear term
adjusts site amplification from the 760 m/sec reference to the CENA reference condition
(used with NGA-East ground motion models) of VS =3000 m/sec; this second term is
simulation-based. The panel is also recommending a nonlinear model, which is described in a
companion report [Hashash et al. 2017a]. All median model components are accompanied by
models for epistemic uncertainty.
The models provided in this report are recommended for application by the USGS and other
entities. The models are considered applicable for VS30 = 200–2000 m/sec site conditions and
oscillator periods of 0.08–5 sec. Finally, it should be understood that as ergodic models, they
lack attributes that may be important for specific sites, such as resonances at site periods.
Sites-specific analyses are recommended to capture such effects for significant projects and
for any site condition with VS30 < 200 m/sec. We recommend that future site response models
for hazard applications consider a two-parameter formulation that includes a measure of site
period in addition to site stiffness.
PEER 2017/05

Recommendations for Ergodic Nonlinear Site Amplification in Central and Eastern
North America. Youssef M.A. Hashash, Joseph A. Harmon, Okan Ilhan, Grace A.
Parker, and Jonathan P. Stewart. March 2017.

This document is a companion report to Expert Panel Recommendation for Ergodic Linear
Site Amplification Models in central and eastern North America (PEER Report No. 2017/04,
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Stewart et al. 2017). This report describes the panel recommendations for ergodic median
nonlinear site amplification models, which are meant to accompany linear models in the
companion report. Nonlinear models for site amplification must represent the strength of the
input ground motion in some manner, and peak acceleration for a reference condition (PGAr)
is often used. The use of PGAr (and similar parameters) requires specification of a reference
condition in the development of nonlinear models, and those provided here consider
reference conditions of VS = 3000 m/sec and VS30 = 760 m/sec. One of the proposed models
(the GWG-S nonlinear amplification model) is derived for a reference condition of VS = 3000
m/sec. A second is identical to the first except that PGAr is adjusted to a VS30 = 760 m/sec
reference condition. Nonlinear amplification models in this report are produced as functions
of VS30 and (PGAr). Other models evaluated in this report are the PEA nonlinear
amplification model and the GWG-S model with an alternative approach to convert GWG-S
nonlinear amplification model estimations to a VS30 = 760 m/sec reference condition. A
recommended epistemic uncertainty model on the GWG-S recommended median nonlinear
amplification models is provided in piecewise functional form to generate reasonable
variation of Fnl across the period and VS30 ranges of interest. Limitations on the recommended
models are presented considering both the methodology of the recommended model
derivation and limitations of nonlinear amplification models in general.
PEER 2017/06

Guidelines for Performance-Based Seismic Design of Tall Buildings, Version 2.01.
Version 2.0, prepared by a TBI Working Group led by co-chairs Ron Hamburger and
Jack Moehle: Jack Baker, Jonathan Bray, C.B. Crouse, Greg Deierlein, John Hooper,
Marshall Lew, Joe Maffei, Stephen Mahin, James Malley, Farzad Naeim, Jonathan
Stewart, and John Wallace. May 2017.

These Seismic Design Guidelines for Tall Buildings present a recommended alternative to
the prescriptive procedures for seismic design of buildings contained in the ASCE 7 standard
and the International Building Code (IBC). The intended audience includes structural
engineers and building officials engaged in seismic design and review of tall buildings.
Properly executed, these Guidelines are intended to result in buildings that are capable of
reliably achieving the seismic performance objectives intended by ASCE 7, and in some
aspects, and where specifically noted, somewhat superior performance to such objectives.
Individual users may adapt and modify these Guidelines to serve as the basis for designs
intended to achieve higher seismic performance objectives than specifically intended herein.
The Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center published a first edition of these
Guidelines in 2010 in response to the growing use of alternative performance-based
approaches for seismic design of tall buildings. Major innovations introduced in that volume
included: use of Service-Level Earthquake (SLE) shaking to evaluate building response to
frequent earthquakes coupled with a specific collapse-resistance evaluation for Maximum
Considered Earthquake (MCER) shaking, use of nonlinear dynamic analysis; explicit
evaluation of global, system-based performance criteria in addition to individual element or
member-based criteria; introduction of the concept of critical and non-critical elements; and
explicit evaluation of cladding adequacy for MCER demands.
In the time since the publication of the 2010 Guidelines, the profession has gained substantial
experience in application of these techniques to design of buildings around the world, and, in
particular, the western United States. Also, the ASCE 7 standard has been amended
substantially, in no small part based on influence from the first edition of this document.
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Additionally, significant advances have been made in nonlinear analytical capability and in
defining ground motions for use in nonlinear seismic analysis. Initially, buildings designed
using performance-based procedures were assigned to Risk Category II; these buildings were
structurally regular and typically utilized concrete core wall systems for lateral resistance.
Individual project development teams have extended the use of performance-based seismic
design of tall buildings to encompass other structural systems, building complexes that
include irregular structures and multiple towers on a single podium, and numerous structures
assigned to higher Risk Categories. This second edition addresses lessons learned in
application of the first edition on many projects and the conditions, knowledge, and state-ofpractice that presently exist.
These Guidelines include the seismic design of structural elements normally assigned as part
of the seismic-force-resisting system as well as structural elements whose primary function is
to support gravity loads. Except for exterior cladding, design of nonstructural components is
not specifically included within the scope of these Guidelines. Design for nonstructural
systems should conform to the applicable requirements of the building code or other suitable
alternatives that consider the unique response characteristics of tall buildings.
PEER 2017/07

A Nonlinear Kinetic Model for Multi-Stage Friction Pendulum Systems. Paul L. Drazin
and Sanjay Govindjee. October 2017.

Multi-stage friction pendulum systems (MSFPs), or more specifically the triple friction
pendulum (TFP), are currently being developed as seismic isolation devices for buildings and
other large structures. However, all current models are inadequate in properly modeling all
facets of these devices. Either the model can only handle uni-directional ground motions
while incorporating the kinetics of the TFP system, or the model ignores the kinetics and
only models bi-directional motion. And in all cases, the model is linearized to simplify the
equations.
This paper presents an all-in-one model that incorporates the full nonlinear kinetics of the
TFP system while allowing for bi-directional ground motion. In this way, the model
presented here is the most complete single model currently available. The model is developed
in such a way that allows for easy expansion to any standard type of MSFP, simply by
following the procedure outlined in this report.
It was found that the nonlinear model can more accurately predict the experimental results
for large displacements due to the nonlinear kinematics used to describe the system. It is also
shown that the inertial effects of TFP system are negligible in normal operating regimes,
however, in the event of uplift, the inertial effects may become significant. The model is also
able to accurately predict the experimental results for complicated bi-directional ground
motions.
PEER 2017/08

Influence of Kinematic SSI on Foundation Input Motions for Bridges on Deep
Foundations. Benjamin J. Turner, Scott J. Brandenberg, and Jonathan P. Stewart.
November 2017.

Seismic design of bridges and other pile-supported structures often utilizes a substructure
method of dynamic analysis in which the foundation elements are not explicitly modeled but
are replaced by springs and dashpots representing the foundation impedance. The ground
motion appropriate for input to the free end of the springs, known as the “foundation input
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motion” (FIM), differs from the free-field motion (FFM) due to the difference in stiffness and
deformation characteristics between the pile(s) and soil, which is typically overlooked in
practice. Results of a parametric study of the influence of kinematic pile–soil interaction on
FIM are presented. One dimensional nonlinear ground response analyses were used to define
free-field motions, which were subsequently imposed on a beam-on-nonlinear-dynamicWinkler-foundation pile model. The free-field ground surface motion and top-of-pile FIM
computed from these results were then used to compute transfer functions and spectral ratios
for use with the substructure method of seismic analysis. A total of 1920 parametric
combinations of different pile sizes, soil profiles, and ground motions were analyzed.
Results of the study show that significant reductions of the FFM occur for stiff piles in soft
soil, which could result in a favorable reduction in design demands for short-period
structures. Group effects considering spatially-variable (incoherent) ground motions are
found to be minor over the footprint of a typical bridge bent, resulting in an additional
reduction of FFM by 10% or less compared to an equivalent single pile.
This study aims to overcome limitations of idealistic assumptions that have been employed in
previous studies such as linear-elastic material behavior, drastically simplified stratigraphy,
and harmonic oscillations in lieu of real ground motions. In order to capture the important
influence of more realistic conditions such as material nonlinearity, subsurface heterogeneity,
and variable frequency-content ground motions, a set of models for predicting transfer
functions and spectral ratios has been developed through statistical regression of the results
from this parametric study. These allow foundation engineers to predict kinematic pile–soil
interaction effects without performing dynamic pile analyses.
While previously available elastic analytical models are shown to be capable of predicting
the average results of this study, they do not adequately reflect the amount of variability in
the results that arises from consideration of more realistic conditions. The new model is also
used to re-examine available case history data that could not be explained by existing
models.
PEER 2017/09

“R” Package for Computation of Earthquake Ground-Motion Response Spectra
Pengfei Wang, Jonathan P. Stewart, Yousef Bozorgnia, David M. Boore, and
Tadahiro Kishida. December 2017.

Earthquake ground motions are typically recorded with one vertical and two horizontal
components. It has become standard practice to represent the horizontal component of
ground shaking in a manner that recognizes a range of amplitudes with changing azimuths.
These variable amplitudes can be generically denoted RotDxx, where xx indicates the
percentile of the horizontal amplitude range. RotDxx representations of ground motion are
used with amplitude parameters (peak acceleration and velocity) as well as response spectral
ordinates for a range of oscillator periods. The use of RotDxx ground motions was introduced
in the NGA-West2 project, and analysis procedures for their computation were originally
developed in Fortran by the fourth author of this report. Here we describe the implementation
of these analysis procedures in R, resulting in an “R” package referred to as Rotated
Combination of Two-Component ground motions (RCTC). We describe related algorithms
for recovering accurate peak quantities from digital data (i.e., Sinc-interpolation and subset
selection), which are also implemented in RCTC. We verify the code outputs by comparing
them with a prior Fortran code. RCTC takes as input two horizontal components of ground
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motion, their azimuths, and their time step, and returns various types of variables, including
pseudo spectral acceleration for each horizontal component, RotDxx for xx=0, 50, 100% as
well as earlier, orientation-independent, geometric mean parameter GMRotI50. Other periodindependent variables are also computed and outputted. We document here the code
verification and provide instructions for its use.
PEER 2017/10

Development of Time Histories for IEEE693 Testing and Analysis (Including
Seismically Isolated Equipment). Shakhzod M. Takhirov, Eric Fujisaki, Leon
Kempner, Michael Riley, and Brian Low. December 2017

This study was undertaken to address new developments in IEEE P693/D16 [IEEE693 WG
2017], account for the new strong-motion records from the recent major earthquakes, and
assess their effects on the spectral demand. A large set of both crustal and subduction type
records was investigated based on a number of parameters and intensity measures. The best
candidates were selected as seed motions. The motions were matched to the IEEE693
spectrum in a time domain at 5% damping, which follows the guidance of IEEE P693/D16
[IEEE693 WG 2017]. In addition, three three-component synthetic time histories were
generated. All modified and generated time histories were arranged into a suite of time
histories proposed for use in IEEE693 seismic qualification analysis and testing. The suite
consisted of four IEEE693-spectrum-compatible time histories modified from crustal records,
one IEEE693-spectrum-compatible time history modified from a subduction record, and
three IEEE693-spectrum-compatible synthetic time histories. The spectral matching was
conducted with a tight tolerance to remain within a 15% strip above the IEEE693 spectra in a
wide-frequency range. It was shown that the conservatism of the IEEE693 spectrum is
different for crustal and subduction type records. Based on the results of the investigation, the
study summarizes the basis for changes to the requirements for development of input time
histories given in IEEE P693/D16, and considerations for input motion specifications for a
future edition of the standard.
PEER 2017/11

Preliminary Studies on the Dynamic Response of a Seismically Isolated Prototype
Gen-IV Sodium-Cooled Fast Reactor (PGSFR). Benshun Shao, Andreas H.
Schellenberg, Matthew J. Schoettler, and Stephen A. Mahin, December 2017.

The KEPCO Engineering and Construction Company, Inc. (KEPCO E&C) is developing a
Prototype Gen-IV Sodium-Cooled Fast Reactor (PGSFR). Preliminary evaluations of the
behavior of the isolated PGSFR when subjected to seismic and aircraft impact loading
conditions were conducted to support design efforts by KEPCO E&C. Results and key
findings of these analyses are as follows: (i) because isolator deformations are typically quite
small for the considered seismic excitation levels, the benefit of seismic isolation could be
enhanced with revised isolator designs that reduce the apparent yield strength and permit
greater displacement demands; (ii) the amplitudes of acceleration and displacement responses
resulting from the impact of a large aircraft are similar to or exceed the demands imposed by
a seismic event based on the NRC hazard with a peak ground acceleration of 0.3g, and (iii) as
provided, the isolator initial stiffness is poorly conditioned since it leads to fundamental
isolation frequencies that are not well separated from the plant’s superstructure frequencies,
and triggers some resonance that significantly increases floor acceleration response spectra.
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PEER2017/12

Experimental Investigation of the Behavior of Vintage and Retrofit Concentrically
Braced Steel Frames under Cyclic Loading. Barbara G. Simpson, Stephen A. Mahin,
and Jiun-Wei Lai. December 2017.

The parallel evolution of seismic design provisions and braced-frame research has led to
inconsistencies between the design and construction of braced frames and the development of
modern seismic design codes and now-typical detailing requirements. Since literature on
concentrically braced frames (CBFs) spans over several decades, existing older or vintage
concentrically braced frames–especially those designed prior 1988–may be prone to a
number of deficiencies that are now limited in new CBFs due to contemporary seismic
design requirements.
The number and range of these deficiencies and their likely interdependence, makes
assessing the likely behavior of vintage braced frame systems problematic. Recent research
has focused on improving the seismic behavior of modern braced frame systems, such as the
Special Concentrically Braced Frame (SCBF). In contrast, relatively little research has
focused on existing braced frames, even though vintage CBFs may be characterized by
distinctly different behavior from modern SCBFs. Component tests of non-compact braces
and connections and documented failures during past earthquakes have shown that vintage
CBFs may be vulnerable to a number of complex damage states, including limited
deformability and energy-dissipation capacity of the braces, potentially brittle connection
failures, beam yielding in V- or chevron configurations, etc.
To improve this situation, experiments of complete sub-assemblages of vintage braced frame
systems are needed to improve understanding of seismic response, assess the feasibility and
efficacy of possible retrofit strategies, and calibrate computational models for future
parametric studies. This report presents results of experiments and related analyses
performed on vintage CBF specimens. Cyclic quasi-static tests were performed on three fullscale CBF specimens. A common two-story, one-bay configuration was adopted. The first
specimen was representative of a pre-1988 CBF incorporating hollow HSS braces. The
second specimen was similar, but the HSS braces were filled with concrete. The third
specimen incorporated a mast (or strongback) retrofit and other features intended to mitigate
the weak-story behavior observed in the first two specimens.
The first test structure utilized square HSS braces placed in a “chevron” configuration with
one column oriented in strong-axis bending and the other in weak-axis bending. The first
specimen was designed according to the 1985 Uniform Building Code; as such, it did not
satisfy many requirements of current seismic design codes. These inadequacies were typical
of vintage construction and included high brace width-to-thickness ratios, weak gusset
connections lacking adequate yield-lines, weak beams designed without consideration of an
unbalanced load that may arise due to brace buckling, and no capacity design considerations
in proportioning members or connections. This specimen formed a weak story in the second
floor, while the rest of the frame experienced only minor yielding and little permanent
damage. Both second-story braces buckled–exhibiting considerable local buckling at the
brace midpoint–and then fractured within a few additional cycles. Since the imposed story
drifts were modest, the frame was subsequently repaired. The fractured second-story braces
and gussets were replaced with the same sections.
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The new braces in the “second” test specimen were filled with low-strength concrete in an
effort to postpone brace local buckling and fracture observed during the first experiment. Net
section reinforcement was also added at all the brace-to-gusset connections. Testing of the
second specimen also resulted in a weak-story mechanism but in the bottom story. Delayed
local buckling and subsequent fracture was observed in one of the bottom-story braces. After
fracture of this brace, the frame tended to behave like an eccentrically braced frame (EBF)
with a long link beam. This beam provided a relatively weak and flexible energy-dissipating
mechanism. Many different local failure mechanisms were observed during subsequent
loading cycles, including nearly-complete fracture at one column-to-baseplate interface,
significant local buckling, and multiple connection weld and base metal failures.
The third specimen utilized a “strongback” (SB) retrofit aimed at alleviating the weak-story
behavior seen in both the first and second experimental tests. The SB system employs a steel
truss “backbone” that is designed to remain essentially elastic. This truss enforces similar
drift demands in adjacent stories to delay or prevent weak-story behavior. The retrofit design
was composed of two halves: an “inelastic” truss utilizing a buckling-restrained brace (BRB)
that dissipated seismic input energy and an “elastic” vertical truss designed to control weakstory behavior. The specimen was successful in imposing nearly uniform drifts over the full
height of the frame throughout the duration of the test. These preliminary experimental
results show that the SB system can be an effective means in limiting weak-story
mechanisms.
A number of numerical simulations were calibrated to the experimental results. These
analytical models are capable of predicting the observed behavior. The models developed
adequately simulated the observed brace global buckling, braces fatigue, column-to-baseplate
fracture, and the overall global response of the test specimens.
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4

Events
E
s and Outreac
O
ch Acttivities
s

PEER orrganized sev
veral events and was in
nvolved in nnumerous ouutreach activvities in thee past
year. Sev
ven (7) stud
dents particcipated in PEER
P
summ
mer internshiip program. Several exxperts
presented
d their work
k in PEER seeminar series. Highlightts of the outrreach activitties are presented
in the folllowing sectiions.
4.1

PEER
P
BIP PROGRAM
P
M

Industry and governm
ment partnerrs are an inttegral part oof the researcch program at PEER. F
For an
annual do
onation, the PEER Busiiness and Ind
dustry Partnnership (BIP)) Program innvolves mem
mbers
in PEER
R research and
a
education program
ms, and provvides accesss to PEER researcherss and
products. Researcherrs share indiividual reseaarch plans annd findings with partneers having siimilar
interests. Business an
nd Industry Partners aree invited to ppresent recennt projects aand technoloogical
needs at student-orgaanized semin
nars, where they
t
also havve the opporrtunity to intteract with P
PEER
students and faculty.
P
PEER holdds frequennt meetingss to
summarrize researchh progress aand seek input on
the PEE
ER researchh program. PEER also runs
state-off-the-art
and
statte-of-the-praactice
workshoops on seleected topicss related too the
PEER mission, aand invitess Business and
Industryy
Partnerss
to
atttend.
Sellected
represenntatives of the Busineess and Inddustry
Partnersship plus representaatives of key
Director Mosalam
M
with BIP
P Members at a Recent
R
Gathering
governm
ment agenccies providiing fundingg for
PEER arre members of an Industtry Advisory
y Board (IA
AB), which aadvises PEER
R on its straategic
plan, its research
r
projjects, implem
mentation off research reesults, and neew opportunnities for funding.
As
A one of its strategic go
oals, PEER is focusing oon increasingg the depth aand breadth of its
BIP prog
gram, and developing
d
extended tiees with the structural firms and sstate and feederal
governm
ment agenciess. The BIP program waas revampedd in 2017, aand an interrnational meember
(IHI) join
ned the prog
gram. Below is a listing of
o PEER’s cuurrent Businness & Indusstry Partnerss:
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s:
Sustaining Partners





Californ
nia Departm
ment of Transsportation (C
Caltrans)
Californ
nia Earthquaake Authority (CEA)
Pacific Gas & Electtric Compan
ny (PG&E)

M
Annual Members:














4.2

Arx-Pax
x
Bechtell Corporation
n
Degenk
kolb Engineeers
Exponeent
FM Glo
obal
Forell/E
Elsesser Eng
gineers, Inc.
Holmess Structures
IHI Corrporation, Jaapan
Micron Optics
SAGE Engineers
E
Skidmo
ore, Owings & Merrill LL
LP
Walter P Moore
Wiss, Jaanney, Elstn
ner Associatees, Inc.

SUMMER
S
2017 INTER
RNSHIP PR
ROGRAM
In thee summer oof 2017, thee PEER Intternship Proogram
provid
ded a uniquue opportunnity for seeven outstannding
underg
graduate stuudents from
m the Univerrsidad del N
Norte
(UNIN
NORTE) annd Americaan Universitty of Beiruut to
particiipate in statee-of-the-art rresearch.
Internship participantss were paireed with a faaculty
adviso
or and a graaduate studeent mentor. Students gained
experiience on leearning how
w to condduct indepenndent
researcch and giveen the opportunity to participate as a

member of a research
h team.
Some of the projects
p
the interns
i
particcipated in thhis summer iincluded:




Implem
mentation of Hybrid
H
Simu
ulation with Online Moddeling Updatting
Analytiical Investig
gation of th
he Effect oof Time Delay on Reeal-Time H
Hybrid
Simulattion
Develop
pment of a Hydraulic Power
P
Convversion Chaain for Oceaan Wave Ennergy
Conversion
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4.3

Perform
mance-based Evaluation of Infill Waall Effects oon Code-desiigned Reinfo
forced
Concrette Frames
Perform
mance-based Earthquakee Engineerinng Methodollogy for Infformed DeciisionMaking
g on Highwaay Bridge Deesign and Reetrofit
Analytiical Study off the Stability
y of Thin W
Walls in Colom
mbian Builddings

UNR
U
BECOMES A NE
EW PEER CORE
C
INST
TITUTION M
MEMBER
Th
he Universitty of Nevadaa, Reno (UN
NR) was addded as a PE
EER Transittional
Co
ore Institutio
on Member by the PEE
ER Institutioonal Board. The transittional
meembership status
s
has du
uration of thhree years, and at the eend of that time,
UN
NR may app
ply for full Core
C
membeership. Durinng the threee-year transittional
peeriod, the rep
presentativee of UNR oon the Instituutional Boarrd will havee full
vo
oting rights, and UNR will be liisted on thee PEER weebsite and other
do
ocuments as one of PEER
R’s Core Insstitutions.

Research
R
testting facilitiess at UNR in
nclude two ggeotechnical labs and tw
wo structural labs.
Research
h activities include accelerated
a
bridge coonstruction, anchor-zonne perform
mance,
earthquak
ke protectiv
ve systems, fluid–structu
f
ure interactioon (FSI/tsunnami inundaation), innovvative
materialss, non-structural systemss, performan
nce-based deesign, remotte sensing, aand soil–struucture
interactio
on. Faculty work closeely with thee Technicall Committeees of the S
Subcommitteee on
Bridges and Structu
ures of the American Association
A
of State H
Highway and Transporttation
Officials (AASHTO)) in Washing
gton DC.
4.4

PEER
P
BRID
DGE BENT BLIND PR
REDICTION
N CONTEST
T

In
n October 22017, PEER organized a blind prediiction
contest for a bridge bennt that consisted of two selfcentering ressilient colum
mns tested oon the PEER
R UC
Berkeley
B
shaaking table. Other uniquue features oof the
resilient columns weere confinem
ment provideed by steel j ackets, enerrgy dissipatiion via unboonded
rebar yielding, and co
olumn rocking allowed at
a the base.
Nineteen
N
team
ms participaated in the competitionn, where thhe numbers of teams inn the
“Researcch & Acadeemic” and “Practicing Engineers”
E
ccategories w
were 10 andd 9, respectiively.
Information provided
d to the con
ntestants inccluded structtural drawinngs of the sppecimen andd test
set-up; teested materiial propertiees for reinfo
orcing (mildd and prestreessing) steeel, concrete, steel
shell, and
d the grout; construction
n sequence in
ncluding phootographs; pproperties off the mass bllocks;
and meassured acceleerations on the
t table forr each test. T
The Blind P
Prediction teesting experiiment
was cond
ducted by a team that co
onsisted of Arpit
A
Nema and Jose Reestrepo of UC San Diegoo and
Yingjie Wu,
W Selim Günay,
G
and Khalid
K
Mosalam of UC B
Berkeley.
Participating teams were asked to preedict 13 respponse quantiities for eachh of the appllied 9
ground motions,
m
whiich led to a total of 117
7 quantities.. For each ppredicted quuantity, the tteams
were rank
ked in the orrder of increeasing error; the 1st, 2ndd, 3rd, and 4tth teams received 8, 5, 33, and
1 points, respectively
y. Scores forr all quantitiies were sum
mmed for eaach team, annd the teamss with
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the highest score in each category were declared the winners. The winners were announced at the
PEER Annual Meeting held at UC Berkeley in January 18–19, 2018.
In addition to the predictions, the contestants were asked to provide a range that they
thought the measured response would be within with 80% probability. Statistical evaluation of
the competition results is in progress and will be published in the form of scholarly papers and a
PEER report soon.
More
information
about
the
competition
can
be
accessed
from:
http://peer.berkeley.edu/prediction_contest/. The experimental results are posted on the contest
website, and contestants are encouraged to compare their predictions with these results, update
their models according to the test results, and provide any feedback to PEER on improved
modeling. Although the competition is completed, information required to develop analytical
models and the corresponding experimental results are still available on the website; therefore,
members of the earthquake engineering community are welcome to use these data and
information to continue developing analytical models.
4.5

PEER-TSRP FUNDS 6 SEED AND 11 FULL PROPOSALS

PEER has continuing funding from the State of California related to the seismic performance of
transportation systems. This funding supports the Transportation Systems Research Program
(TSRP), the purpose of which is to lessen the impacts of earthquakes on the transportation
systems of California, including highways and bridges, port facilities, high-speed rail, and
airports. In September 2017, PEER issued a request for proposals, “Solicitation PEER TSRP 1701” for one- and two-year projects aligned with the current TSRP research priorities and vision.
In response to “Solicitation PEER TSRP 17-01,” 47 outstanding proposals were received,
covering 16 different issues in the broad domains of: Geotechnical Engineering (G), PBEE of
Bridges and Other Transportation Systems (S), PBEE Methodology (M), PBEE Tools (T), and
Areas of Application (A). All proposals were grouped into two categories: 13 seed proposals of
$50,000 total budget or less and 34 full proposals of more than $50,000 total budget. Each
proposal received three independent reviews from members of the PEER Research Committee.
Based on the priorities of the pre-set strategic plan, pre-defined evaluation criteria that was
specified in the RFP, and factors such as the PI qualifications and level of engagement of as
many of the PEER core institutes as possible, 17 new projects were approved: 6 seed projects
and 11 full projects, comprising a total of 17 projects funded for over $1 million.
Two of the 11 full projects involve collaborations of PEER core campuses. One project is
a collaboration between PEER core campuses Stanford University and UNR, and another project
is a collaboration between a PEER core campus, UC Davis and Forell/Elsesser Engineers, a
member of PEER Business and Industry Partnership (BIP) program, Awarded projects are listed
on the PEER-TSRP website at http://peer.berkeley.edu/transportation/projects/. Details of these
projects can be found in Chapter 3, where it can be observed that each project provided a major
contribution to the PEER mission individually and holistically.
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4.6

PEER-USGS
P
S WORKSHOP: HAY
YWIRED AN
ND BUILDING CODES
S

On
O January 17, 2018, P
PEER partnnered with thhe United S
States
Geological
G
Survey
S
(US
SGS) to co-hhost a workkshop to ideentify
research
r
neeeds and oopportunitiess arising ffrom the U
USGS
HayWired
H
Scenario’s examinationn of outcoomes of cuurrent
building
b
cod
de requiremeents. The HayyWired scennario asks, “W
What
if
i a Magnitu
ude 7.0 eartthquake happpens on thee Hayward Fault
starting
s
undeer Oakland, California, on 4/18/188 at 4:18PM
M?” In
this
t
worksh
hop, particiipants discuussed how
w scenarios like
HayWired
H
can
c inform a research agenda forr the earthqquake
resiliencee of new bu
uildings. Ex
xperts from many disciiplines estim
mated earth--science hazzards,
engineeriing impacts,, and socioeeconomic co
onsequences of a large earthquake on the counntry’s
most urb
banized and active faultt. Among other
o
produccts, HayWireed estimatess the outcom
me if
every Bay Area bu
uilding met current co
ode requirem
ments beforre the earthhquake occuurred,
g a lens thro
ough which to
t view codee objectives and optionss for a more resilient buiilding
providing
stock in the
t future.
4.7

2018 PEER ANNUAL MEETING

ER Annual Meeting w
was held onn January 188–19,
The 2018 PEE
201
18, at the International
I
l House onn the UC B
Berkeley cam
mpus:
PE
EER at 21: The
T Practicee of Perform
mance-Basedd Engineerinng for
Naatural Hazard
ds. This yeaar’s meetingg featured thhe role of m
multidisciplinary performancep
-based engiineering wiith seismic and
relaated naturall hazards tto achieve community resiliency. The
meeeting openeed on Thurssday, Januarry 18, with plenary sesssions
n the fields of perform
mance-based engineeringg and
highlightting the rolee of PEER research in
resiliencee, and the need
n
to iden
ntify areas where
w
researrch and development off technologyy and
tools sho
ould be develloped for efffective decission-makingg. Plenary sessions includded presentaations
on the following topiics:





• Earthq
quake Hazarrd Characteriization
• Perforrmance-Baseed Engineeriing: Applicaations
• Perforrmance-Baseed Engineeriing: Researcch
• Engin
neering and Public
P
Policy
y for Earthquuake Resilieent Communnities
The first day conncluded wiith the annnouncement and
reco
ognition of two winninng teams inn the 2017 Blind Prediiction
Con
ntest, followed by the evvening Postter Session & Receptionn that
featu
ured emergiing researchh. An invitattion-only dinner for PE
EER’s
Business and In
ndustry Partnnership (BIP
P) program pparticipants eended
the evening.
e
On Frid
day, Januaryy 19, concurrrent breakoout sessions were
form
matted for more
m
detailedd discussionn and engaggement of PE
EERfund
ded research
hers and projjects, with thhe goal of crreating a synnergy
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of resourrces and info
ormation. Co
oncurrent disscussion topiics included:
 Buildin
ngs
 Charactterization off Geohazardss
 Bridgess
 Designiing for Geoh
hazards
The day concluded with a pleenary session, “Computtational
Simulatio
on,” followeed by reports from the concurrent
c
ssessions
and final remarks fro
om Director Mosalam.
M
Both
B
days of the An
nnual Meetting featureed the
following
g Special Preesentations:


PEER – The First Decade – Jack Moehlle, UC
Berkeleey
 Extreme Events Reconnaissan
R
nce: The Prromise
and Possibility of Collaborativ
ve Social S
Science
and En
ngineering Research
R
– Lori
L
Peek, N
Natural
Hazardss Center
 Learnin
ng with Con
nfidence: Th
heory and P
Practice
of Inforrmation Geo
ometric Leaarning from HighDimenssional Senssory Data – Lin Z
Zhang,
Tsinghu
ua-Berkeley Shenzhen In
nstitute
Over 24
40 attendeess at the meeting
m
inclluded reseaarchers,
industry
stakehold
ders,
praactitioners,
and
stuudents.
Presentattions and po
osters can be
b found on
n the 2018 PEER
Annual Meeting
M
web
bsite.
4.8

GADRI
G
MEE
ETING, MA
ARCH 2018, PEER
PARTICIPA
P
ATION

PEER partticipated inn the Globbal Alliancce of
Disaster Reesearch Insttitutes (GAD
DRI) meetinng on
March 14–115, 2018, heeld at the Disaster Preveention
Research Innstitute (DP
PRI) in Uji Campus, K
Kyoto
University, Kyoto, Japaan. The first day was devvoted
to meetinggs of the B
Board of D
Directors, annd it
included thhe formationn of the G
GADRI Advvisory
Board. PEE
ER has trannsitioned froom the Boaard of
Directors too the Advissory Board. The secondd day
was dediicated to an Open Discu
ussion Forum
m with the ffollowing aggenda: (1) O
Outlining GA
ADRI
activitiess and introdu
ucing the members of th
he Board off Directors aand Advisorry Board; annd (2)
Facilitatiing discussio
on between GADRI meembers and important stakeholderss in disasterr risk
reduction
n, including universities,, networks, and
a organizaations in colllaboration w
with UN ageencies
such as UNISDR,
U
UN
NESCO, and others. Cu
urrently, GA
ADRI membeership includdes 150 institutes
from 40 countries.
c
Fo
or more detaails, refer to http://gadri.nnet/.
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Discussing
D
fu
uture directions and how
w to proceedd in the nexxt few yearss, PEER Dirrector
Khalid Mosalam
M
gaave a talk entitled, PE
EER at 21 : The Pracctice of Perrformance-B
Based
Engineerring for Natu
ural Hazards
ds, where he outlined exaamples of fuuture PEER initiatives. P
PEER
visiting scholar Dr. Charles Sccawthorn in
ntroduced thhe new initiiative for G
GADRI Reggional
A
Alliancess for North America.
GADRI
G
is a collaborativ
ve platform for discussiion, sharingg knowledgee, and prom
moting
networkss on topics related to disaster
d
risk reduction aand resiliencce to disasteers based on the
Sendai Framework for
fo Disaster Risk
R Reductiion 2015–20030. PEER hhas been an active particcipant
in GADR
RI and has beeen on the Board
B
of Direectors since GADRI’s innauguration in March 20015.
4.9

HYBRID
H
SIM
MULATION
N WORKSH
HOP HOST
TED BY PEER AND M
MTS
PEER, in collaborration with MTS’s Labb Expert Sem
minar
Series, held a twoo-day worksshop on Marrch 20–21, 22018,
ng on a comprehenssive exploraation of hhybrid
focusin
simulaation techno logies and m
methods. Thhe event wass held
at the UC Berkelley Richmoond Field Sttation and hhad a
t
withh active partiicipation of 445 attendeess.
great turnout,

The first dday of the w
workshop foocused on qquasistatic (slow) hybrrid simulatioon. The mornning sessionn was
devoteed to lecturres that desscribed an overview of the
methodology and fu
undamentals.. Presentatio
ons in this ssession inclluded past aand future oof the
methodology, introdu
uction to meechanical hyb
brid simulattion, and desscription of hhybrid simullation
techniquees. Furtherm
more, presen
ntations focu
used on coree aspects off the methoddology, incluuding
substructturing, integ
gration meth
hods, simulaation errors and geogrraphically ddistributed hhybrid
simulatio
on, and the implementaation frameworks OpennFresco andd OpenFrescco Express.. The
workshop
p continued with a luncch presentation describinng the currennt and futurre states of P
PEER
activitiess.
MTS Atttendees View PEE
ER Shaking Tablle

After
A
the ov
verview of the method
dology and fundamentaals in the m
morning sesssion,
afternoon
n session inccluded quasii-static hybrrid simulatioon applicatioons and dem
monstrations. Four
applicatio
ons were presented,
p
covering
c
a wide rangee between a small-coomponent hhybrid
simulatio
on and a larg
ge-scale mu
ulti-direction
nal hybrid sim
mulation. D
Demonstratioons started w
with a
descriptio
on of the con
ntrol room and
a the PEER hybrid sim
mulation sysstem, and coontinued withh live
tests of a variety off interesting
g quasi-staticc hybrid sim
mulation caases, includinng free-vibrration
hybrid siimulation, geographical
g
lly distributed hybrid ssimulation, and local hhybrid simullation
conduced
d near collap
pse.
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The
T second day of the workshop focused
f
on real-time hyybrid simulaation and hhybrid
simulatio
on in other in
ndustries. Prresentations in the mornning session included ann overview oof the
theory, development
d
t and appliccations of reeal-time hybbrid simulattion in actuaator and shaaking
table con
nfigurations, and seismic testing system modeliing and conntrol techniqques for reall-time
hybrid simulation. In
n honor of Prrofessor Stev
ve Mahin, thhe lunch-tim
me presentatiion includedd talks
of some of the wo
orkshop speeakers and attendees thhat reflect Professor M
Mahin’s valuuable
contributtions to hybrrid simulatio
on and to eaarthquake enngineering, aacademia, annd life in genneral.
The afterrnoon sessio
on started with a live deemonstrationn of the reall-time hybridd simulationn of a
tuned maass damper on the PEE
ER 6-DOF shaking
s
tablee and continnued with hhybrid simullation
applicatio
ons in otheer domains, including energy
e
geneeration from
m ocean waaves, dayligghting
systems and
a adaptivee façades, an
nd fire hybrid
d simulationn.
The
T workshop concluded
d with a onee-hour Q&A
A session, whhere a panell of seven hhybrid
simulatio
on experts addressed
a
qu
uestions from
m the audieence and disscussed the future of hhybrid
simulatio
on. The panel members were Dr. Shawn
S
Gao (MTS), Dr.. Selim Günnay (PEER), Mr.
Martin LeClerc
L
(Polytechnique Montreal), Professor K
Khalid Mossalam (PEER), Dr. Anndreas
Schellenb
berg (Maffeei Structural Engineering
g), Dr. Shakkhzod Takhiirov (UC Beerkeley), and Dr.
Shawn You
Y
(MTS). Discussed
d aspects were the chaallenges in the current state of hhybrid
simulatio
on and ways to overcom
me them, and
d how to makke hybrid siimulation eaasily accessibble to
the broad
d engineering
g community
y including industry
i
andd academia.
PEER and MTS
M are plan
nning on hold
ding similarr workshops in the futurre. The workkshop
presentattions and dem
monstrationss are posted in the eventt website andd will be com
mpiled in a P
PEER
report.
4.10

FRENCH
F
DE
ELEGATIO
ON VISITS PEER
P

A French delegation
n of 14 peeople visited
d PEER heeadquarters in Berkeleyy, Californiaa, on
February
y 14, 2018, to learn abou
ut PEER activities and gglobal seism
mic risk. The California-bbased
part of th
he delegation
n included Mr.
M Emmanu
uel Lebrun-D
Damiens (Frrench Consuul General inn San
Francisco
o), Mr. Chrisstophe Lemo
oine (French
h Consul Genneral in Los Angeles) annd their stafff. The
internatio
onal team trraveled from
m Paris and included reepresentativees from the communicaations
and respo
onse units off the French Emergency Managemennt Center forr French Nattionals Abrooad.
The
T delegation was keeen to learn how to bee better preepared to aassist the Frrench
communities abroad when there is an earthq
quake. The H
Haitian earthhquake in 20010 destroyeed the
French Embassy
E
alon
ng with the French Residence, whicch was the hhome of thee ambassadoor and
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diplomatic visitors. Therefore, mitigating the risks for the French population, along with the
embassies and consulates, in earthquake-prone areas was of great interest to the delegation.
PEER Director Khalid Mosalam discussed the Center’s activities, details of seismic
activity around the world, how risk is evaluated, PEER’s PBEE methodology, and early warning
systems. Director Mosalam also emphasized PEER’s ties with the France–Berkeley Fund, as
well as the work that was done with sensors as a result of this collaboration. Additionally, Heidi
Tremayne, Executive Director of EERI, talked about EERI’s efforts in reducing earthquake risks
around the world.
Following the presentations, delegates from the international team asked questions about
mitigating seismic risk: where to begin, what to do, and how to do it. Questions also arose about
sensors and early warning systems. Mr. Philippe Perez, the Attaché for Science and Technology
in San Francisco, enquired about the ways they can actively engage with the earthquake
engineering community to stay abreast of latest developments. PEER and EERI recommended
participation in the upcoming 11NCEE as a way to start participation. PEER will follow up with
Mr. Perez in June 2018 about participation in the conference and other related activities.
4.11

PEER HUB IMAGENET (PHI) CHALLENGE
The Pacific Earthquake Engineering
Research Center (PEER) organized the first
image-based
structural
damage
identification competition: the PEER Hub
ImageNet (PHI) Challenge to be announced
in the mid-summer of 2018.

In this challenge, two sets of images will be provided to the contestants, one for training
and the other for testing. The first set consists of about 20,000 labeled images for different
categories, examples of which are structural component type, damage level, and damage type.
Each competing team is expected to use/develop algorithms to train their recognition models
based on these well-labeled images. The second set consists of 5000 unlabeled images to be
labeled by the teams using their trained algorithms. Labels predicted for the test set will be
compared against reference labels, and teams with the highest accuracy will be declared the
winners of the challenge. Reference labels will be provided by a team of structural experts
determined by the competition organization committee. Scoring and other rules will be provided
during the formal challenge announcement.
This effort is part of PEER’s strategic plan of equipping the earthquake engineering
community with tools of the current Digital Revolution Era of Machine Learning, Deep
Learning, Artificial Intelligence, and High-Performance Computing. The objective of this
challenge is to fully engage the earthquake engineering and other members of the extreme events
community at all stages, including preparation of the datasets, execution of the computations,
and processing and interpretation of the results. In the datasets preparation stage, members of the
community are expected to contribute by uploading images that can be used in the challenge and
by labeling these images. To encourage participation to the datasets presentation, PEER hosted a
Boot Camp of Machine Learning in Vision-based Structural Health Monitoring,
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http://app
ps.peer.berkeeley.edu/phiichallenge, between
b
M
May 29th annd June 15tth, 2018, w
where
around 20 students atttended this Boot Camp..
4.12

HAYWIRED
H
D SCENARIIO ROLLOUT: APRIL
L 18, 2018

Khalid Mosalam

The HayWiired earthqu
uake scenariio, led by tthe U.S. Geeological Suurvey,
anticipates the
t impacts of a hypothhetical M7 earthquake on the Hayyward
Fault, with its
i epicenterr in Oaklandd. The fault iis consideredd the most aactive
and dangero
ous in the U.S.
U because it runs throuugh a denseely urbanizedd and
interconnectted region. The
T scenarioo methodology is very similar to PE
EER’s
performancee-based fraamework: a hazard is postulateed and deffined,
engineering is applied to
t determinee consequennces to builddings, and liffeline
networks an
nd social imp
pacts are expplored.

The
T event staarted with a media tourr in Fremonnt at the Science Centeer that featuured a
concrete slab located
d on top of the Haywarrd fault to shhow the dispplacement oof the fault. Later
that morn
ning, anotheer media tou
ur was held at UC Berkkeley, whichh highlightedd seismic reetrofit
schemes of two uniique and monumental
m
structures: tthe Hearst Memorial M
Mining Buillding,
y
away from
fr
the Hay
yward Fault, and the Callifornia Mem
morial Stadiuum, which liies on
located yards
top of the fault. In the affternoon, a press
conference was held at the University Club located
l
at the top of Meemorial Staadium. Hay
yWired
researcheers gave an
n overview of the sccenario,
followed
d by a seriees of respon
nses from leaders,
partners, and sponssors. The evening
e
con
ncluded
with thee Lawson Lecture
L
wheere the Hay
yWired
HayWired
d Attendees, Univversity Club,
researcheers provided
d the overvieew of the sccenario
Memorial Stadiu
um
to the geeneral publicc, followed by a question and
answer seession.
The
T HayWireed scenario team is buillding on thee engineeringg analyses tto further exxplore
the socieetal consequ
uences of the M7.0 eartthquake, andd the results are anticippated in Occtober
2018. Th
hese issues include imp
pacts on info
formation annd communiications techhnology, rissks to
infrastruccture and liffeline networrks, commun
nity recoveryy including population ddisplacemennt and
social vu
ulnerability, effects on jobs
j
and thee regional eeconomy, annd earthquakke early waarning
systems.
PEER looks forward to additional
a
HayWired
H
reesults to be rreleased in October andd will
continue to engage the academ
mic, research
h, and pracctitioner com
mmunity wiith the stateewide
initiative. Among th
he documen
nts published
d to date, tthe USGS F
Fact Sheet can be founnd in
https://do
oi.org/10.313
33/fs201830
016 and the HayWired
H
E
Earthquake S
Scenario repports publishhed so
far (Volu
ume I: Earth
hquake Hazaards and Vo
olume II: Enngineering Im
mplications)) can be fouund in
https://do
oi.org/10.313
33/sir201750
013.
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4.13

PEER PARTICIPATION AT THE 11NCEE, JUNE, 2018

Many
PEER-affiliated
researchers participated at the 11th
National Conference on Earthquake
Engineering held in Los Angeles,
California, on June 2 –29, 2018. Over a
dozen faculty, post-docs, and students presented their work on PEER-funded research.
Additionally, over 70 PEER-affiliated researchers from PEER core institutions as well as other
institutions throughout the world presented and shared posters during the conference.
The PEER exhibit booth was well attended,
with scheduled “Meet the Expert” sessions held
during the morning and afternoon breaks, as well as
impromptu gatherings with researchers and
practitioners. Scheduled experts included Dimitrios
Lignos, Jack Baker, Jonathan Stewart, I. M. Idriss,
Vesna Terzic, Erica Fisher, Barbara Simpson, Tali
Feinstein, Hong-Kie Thio, and Selim Günay.
A special session titled, “Steve Mahin
Retrospective,” was held Thursday morning, in honor
of former PEER Director Mahin. The session was
moderated by Jim Malley (Degenkolb Engineers) and
Jack Moehle (UC Berkeley, former PEER Director).
Speakers included Mahin’s first Ph.D. student as well
as his most recent Ph.D. students. Members of the
audience were also invited to share their memories of
Steve.
Norm Abrahamson, UC Berkeley, delivered Wednesday’s Plenary Session Presentation,
“What Changes to Expect in Seismic Hazard Analyses in the Next 5 Years.” Maryann Phipps,
Estructure, delivered Thursday’s Plenary Session Presentation, “Seismic Risk: Towards
Performance-Based
Construction—Better
Buildings by Design,” and mentioned the broad
range of analysis results recently illustrated by
submittals to the 2017 PEER Blind Prediction
Contest. Selim Günay, PEER, presented “Deep
Residual Network with Transfer Learning for
Image-based Structural Damage Recognition,”
and introduced the PEER PHI Challenge that
will have more details announced on July 15,
2018.
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4.14

PEER
P
SEMIINARS

4.14.1 Structural
S
Health
H
Mon
nitoring of Compositte Structurres: Applic
cation to
Aeronautic
A
Nacelles
Naazih Mechbal presented
d this seminaar on May 119, 2017, annd he focuseed on
Sttructural Heealth Moniitoring (SH
HM) system
ms for com
mplex compposite
strructures with
h an applicaation to elem
ments of aeroonautical naccelles. The aability
to monitor auttonomously the health oof complex structures suuch as aeronnautic
orr civil engineeering structures in real ttime is becooming increaasingly impoortant.
Th
his process relies on onboard plaatforms com
mprising seensors, actuaators,
co
omputational
l
units,
and
d
communic
cation
resou
urces.
The SHM proceess is
Nazih Mechbal
M
typically diviided into fo
our steps: ddamage deteection, dam
mage localizaation,
damage classification
c
n, and damag
ge quantificaation.
The
T main parrts of the naacelle conceerned with tthe proposedd approach are the fan cowl
(composiite monolith
hic) and the inner fixed structure (IF
FS, sandwicch structure with honeyccomb
core) of the
t thrust reverser. Thesse structuress—made from
m compositee materials—
—are subjectted to
many ty
ypes of dam
mage, which
h can redu
uce the use ful life of a nacelle (fiber breaakage,
delaminaation, crack, etc.). Furth
hermore, theese structurees are expoosed to manny environm
mental
constrain
nts such as changing thermal varriations (froom -55°C tto +120°C)). The challenge
addressed
d in this tallk was to deevelop and validate a S
SHM system
m able to deetect and loccalize
damage before the degradation of the who
ole structuree occurs, inndependentlyy of the am
mbient
ure.
temperatu
4.14.2 Probabilisti
P
ic Risk Ass
sessment of Petroch
hemical Pla
ants underr Seismic
Loading
L
s
on JJuly 24, 20177, discussedd the vulneraability
Faabrizio Paolaacci in this seminar
off the urbanizzed territory against Na-T
Tech events, which reprresents a straategic
issue becausee of the gen
neral unprepparedness off the countrries in prediicting
efffects and co
onsequences in the afterm
math of a dissaster. Despiite the continnuous
ev
volution of knowledge on this m
matter, theree is lack innformation aabout
po
ossible proceedures to prredict damagge propagatiion within a processing plant
an
nd
in the surrrounding areeas, and the quantificatioon of the rissk under Na--Tech
Fabrizio Paolacci
ev
vents. The effects of earthquakess on chemical plants is importannt, as
demonstrrated by thee recent 201
11 Tohoku Earthquake,, where manny industriaal plants sufffered
losses fro
om damage. It is known that the classsical Quanttitative Riskk Assessmentt (QRA) metthods
cannot be applied to
o evaluate co
onsequencess in case off earthquakess because off the presennce of
multi-dam
mage condittions in multtiple equipm
ment, and thee generationn of multiple-chains of eevents
and conssequences. In
n literature, several attem
mpts to moddify the classsic QRA appproach have been
formalizeed but witho
out converging toward a unified appproach. Thiss seminar preesents a new
w tool
for the probabilisticc risk assesssment meth
hodology foor petrochemical plantts under seismic
loading, which is baased on Mo
onte Carlo simulations.
s
Specificallyy, starting ffrom the seismic
hazard cu
urve of the site,
s
a multi-level approaach is propossed in whichh the first levvel is represented
by the co
omponents seismically damaged,
d
and
d the follow
wing levels aare treated thhrough a classsical
consequeence analysis that includ
des propagattion of multtiple simultaaneous and iinteracting cchains
of accideents. The pro
ocedure has been implem
mented in P
PRIAMUS ssoftware, whhich assumess that
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the accid
dent may be representeed by a seq
quence of ppropagation “levels.” W
With a seriees of
automatically generaated sampless of damage propagationn scenarios, the risk off the plant caan be
easily qu
uantified. Th
he application
n of this method to a peetrochemicall plant show
ws the potenttial of
the metho
od and envissages possible further ev
volutions.
4.15

PEER
P
SEMIINAR: TBI GUIDELIIN
NES FOR P
PERFORMA
ANCE-BAS
SED SEISM
MIC
DESIGN
D
OF
F TALL BUILDINGS VERSION
V
2
2.03
nered with the Structurral Engineerrs Associatiion of Califfornia
PEER partn
(SEAOC) Foundation and the Structural Engineers Associationn of
Washington
n (SEAW) to
o co-host seeminars to inntroduce thee PEER-mannaged
Tall Buildin
ngs Initiativ
ve project “ TBI Guidellines for Performance-B
Based
Seismic Dessign of Tall Buildings, V
Version 2.033.”

Thiss seminar highlighted revisions incorporatedd into the just
published Pacific
P
Earth
hquake Enggineering Reesearch (PE
EER) Reportt No.
2017/06: “Guidelines for Perform
mance-Based Seismic Design of Tall
Buildings, Version
V
2.03,” preparedd by a TBI Working G
Group led byy cochairs Ro
on Hamburg
ger and Jack
k Moehle, with
w contribuutions from Jack Bakerr, Jonathan B
Bray,
C.B. Cro
ouse, Greg Deierlein,
D
Jo
ohn Hooper,, Marshall L
Lew, Joe Maaffei, Stepheen Mahin, JJames
Malley, Farzad
F
Naeim
m, Jonathan Stewart, and
d John Walllace.
These
T
guidelines presentt a recommeended alternnative to thee prescriptivve procedurees for
seismic design
d
of bu
uildings con
ntained in th
he ASCE 7 standard annd the Internnational Buiilding
Code (IB
BC). Properlly executed, these Guid
delines are intended to result in bbuildings thaat are
capable of reliably achieving or
o exceeding
g the seism
mic performaance objectiives intendeed by
me aspects where
w
specifi
fically noted for Risk Caategories II, III, and IV. The
ASCE 7,, and in som
Pacific Earthquake
E
Engineering
E
Research Ceenter publishhed a first eedition of theese Guidelinnes in
2010 in response to the growing use of altternative perrformance-bbased approaaches for seismic
o tall build
dings. Newly
y released Version
V
2.003 addressess new know
wledge incluuding
design of
lessons leearned in application of the first edittion on manyy projects.
The
T seminarss were held on October 24 (San Fraancisco withh webcasts in San Diegoo and
Sacramen
nto), Novem
mber 2 (Seatttle), and No
ovember 28, 2017 (Los Angeles). O
Over 200 sem
minar
participan
nts included
d structural engineers
e
an
nd building officials enggaged in seiismic designn and
review of
o tall build
dings. Attend
dees receiveed a copy oof the preseentations, a hardcopy oof the
updated Guidelines,
G
and
a 4 PDHs.
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5

Techno
T
ology Tools
T
and
a Re
esourc
ces

5.1

OPENSEES
O
S

The Open System for Earthquake Engineering Siimulation
(OpenSees) is a softtware framework for sim
mulating thee seismic
response of structuraal and geoteechnical sysstems. OpennSees has
been dev
veloped as the
t computaational platfform for ressearch in
performaance-based earthquake
e
engineering
e
at
a PEER. Thhe goal of thhe OpenSees developmeent is
to impro
ove modeling and comp
putational siimulation inn earthquakee engineerinng through oopensource deevelopment.
OpenSees
O
has advanced capabilities for modelinng and analyyzing the noonlinear respponse
of system
ms using a wide rangee of materiaal models, eelements, annd solution algorithms.. The
software is designed for parallel computing to
t allow scaalable simulaations on higgh-end compputers
dies.
or for parrametric stud
OpenSees
O
pro
ovides beam
m–column ellements andd continuum
m elements ffor structuraal and
geotechn
nical models. A wide raange of uniaaxial materiaals and sectiion models are availablle for
beam/collumns. Nonllinear analyssis requires a wide rangee of algorithm
ms and soluttion methodss, and
OpenSeees provides a large varieety of nonlinear static aand dynamicc methods, equation sollvers,
and meth
hods for hand
dling constraaints.
As
A an open--source fram
mework, OpenSees provvides a com
mputational environmennt for
researcheers from diff
fferent discip
plines and diifferent part s of the worrld to work together, heelping
bind the PEER earth
hquake engin
neering com
mmunity togeether. It is uunder continuual developm
ment,
so users and develop
pers should expect
e
chang
ges and upddates on a reegular basis. In this sensse, all
users aree developers so it is imp
portant to reegister. The OpenSees w
website provvides inform
mation
about thee software architecture,
a
access to the
t source ccode, the deevelopment process, dettailed
explanatiions of the included maaterials, elem
ments, soluttion algorithhms, etc., along with a large
variety of
o basic and
d advanced examples.
e
OpenSees
O
foosters develoopment of ccommunity-bbased
modeling
g and simullation metho
ods that hav
ve advancedd simulationn capabilitiees and integgrated
structural and geotecchnical engin
neering disciplines. PEE
ER provides support to uusers througgh the
OpenSeees Days work
kshops and via
v OpenSeees Communitty message bboard.
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nctionality to
t OpenSee
es
New Fun

OpenSeees continued to grow in the past yeaar with manny additions from the coommunity. A full
list of co
ontributions can be foun
nd at: http:///opensees.beerkeley.edu/O
OpenSees/chhangeLog.phhp. A
few exam
mples are ind
dicated below
w.

5.2



Elemen
nt Modeling:: MVLEM, SFI_MVLE M multiple vertical linee element m
models
to modeel shear walls, ComponeentElement22D to combinne zeroLenggth hinges att ends
with an
n elastic elem
ment.



UniaxiaalMaterial: ConcreteD,
C
ConcreteCM
C
M, SteelMPF,
F, and BilineaarOilDampeer



Solverss: New GPU solvers, CullaS4 and CuulaS5, SimpssonsTimeSerriesIntegratoor

DATABASE
D
ES

5.2.1 Structural
S
Performanc
P
ce Databas
se

This sitee (nisee.berk
keley.edu/spd
d) provides the results of over 4000 cyclic, lateeral-load tessts of
reinforceed-concrete columns.
c
The database describes
d
testts of:


spiral or
o circular ho
oop-reinforcced columns (with circullar, octagonal, or rectanngular
cross seections)



rectangular reinforcced columns



column
ns with or wiithout splicess

5.2.2 Seismic
S
Performance
e Observato
ory (SPO)
SPO is an applicatiion for storring and searching posst-earthquake damage iinformation. The
objectivee of SPO is to


c
nd scalable ddatabase
have a centralized,
accessible an



have in
nformation of
o post-earth
hquake dam
mage like viddeos, picturres, data, etcc., of
structurres



providee data obtain
ned from eaarthquakes aat magnituddes of 5.5 aand up that have
occurreed since 1900
0 and linked
d to structurees



providee pre-earthqu
uake data forr comparisonn purposes



unify th
he post-earth
hquake data collection
c
effforts
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SPO has been
n effectively
y used in the field by sevveral reconnaaissance team
ms after the 2017
P
Mexiico Earthquaake.
Mw7.1 Puebla,

5.3

NISEE
N
/ PEE
ER LIBRAR
RY

Thee
Nationaal
Inform
mation
Service foor Earthquaake Engineeering
(NISEE) /P
PEER librarry is an affilliated
library of U
UC Berkeleyy, specializiing in
structural engineerinng, geotechhnical
structuural
dynaamics,
engineerinng,
engineerinng
seism
mology,
and
earthquakee public safe
fety. In 19711, the
NISEE-PE
EER Library opened its ddoors
at the Riichmond Fiield Stationn and
began its mission of servingg the
informatiion needs off the earthqu
uake engineeering commuunity. The N
NISEE-PEER
R Library hoouses
a large, specialized physical co
ollection of library matterials in adddition to thhe NISEE-P
PEER
Online Archive.
A
Researchers wo
orldwide can
n access this vast databaase ($25 annnual memberrship)
of earthq
quake, strucctural, seism
mology, geo
otechnical aand public ppolicy engineering research
literaturee, as well as research
r
soft
ftware, imagees, and videoo recordingss.
The
T NISEE–
–PEER Libraary originallly began inn 1971 as a public serrvice projectt, the
National Information
n Service forr Earthquakee Engineerinng (NISEE), with two faccilities: one at the
Earthquaake Engineering Researrch Center (EERC),
(
Unniversity of California, Berkeley, aat the
Richmon
nd Field Stattion and ano
other at the Earthquake
E
Engineeringg Research L
Laboratory oof the
Californiia Institute of
o Technolog
gy, Pasaden
na, California. The physsical collectiion of the liibrary
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began wiith the geneerous contrib
butions of UC
U Berkeleyy Professors Ray W. Clough and Jooseph
Penzien, followed by
y numerous donations
d
through the yeears.
In 2 008, EERC
C merged w
with the Paacific
Earthquake
E
Engineeringg Research Center (PE
EER)
becoming
b
thhe NISEE––PEER Librrary. Particuularly
unique
u
to this collecttion are nuumerous im
mages
donated
d
byy UC B
Berkeley P
Professors Karl
Steinbrugge
S
and Bill Goodden, and Geophysicisst Jan
Kozak,
K
whicch have beeen digitized by library staff.
Many
M
other image colleections have been donatted to
the
t library frrom studentss, professorss, engineers iin the
community,
c
and Caltrans.
Profeessor Vitelm
mo Berteroo’s tutorial, An
Introduction
I
n to Earthqquake Enginneering, is also
available
a
thr
hrough
the aarchive, as well as EE
ERC,
Woo
odcut showin
ng effects of
earthquakes Jan Ko
ozak Collectio
on
SEMM,
S
PEE
ER, and UC
C Berkeley Geotech repports,
which
w
incluude seminaal research in earthqquake,
structural and geotecchnical engineering don
ne at UC Beerkeley sincee 1967. Research reportts are
also
available
a
digitally.
More
information
can
be
foundd
online
at
https://niisee.berkeley
y.edu/elibrarry.
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6

Faciliti
F
es and
d Reso
ources

6.1

KEY
K
PERSO
ONNEL (HE
EADQUAR
RTERS)

Khalid
K
Mosala
am
Director

Grace Kang
g
Communications Director

Amarnath Kasalana
ati

Darlen
ne Wright

Associate Dirrector for Opera
ations &
Strate
egic Initiatives

Administra
ative Director
(Retired in Jan 2018)

Zu
ulema Lara

Erika Donald

Financial An
nalyst and Sub
baward
Coordinator
C

Ellectronic Comm
munications & W
Web
Spe
ecialist

Selim Günay
y

Fran
nk McKenna

Gabrie
el Vargas

Project
P
Scientis
st

Chief Informa
ation Officer/M
Manager

Database
e Specialist
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Christin
na Bodnar-A
Anderson

Claire Johnson

Alex
x Mead

Library & Information Services

Tec
chnical Editor

Lab M
Manager

6.2

Robert
R
Cerne
ey

Lobs
sang Garcia

Nathaniel Knight

Labo
oratory Mechan
nician

Laborattory Mechanicia
an

Developme
ent Technician

PEER
P
STAF
FF RESEAR
RCH ENGINEERS AN
ND PROJE
ECT SCIENT
TISTS

Tadahiro Kishida
K
Assistant Project
P
Scientis
st

Laurie Johnso
on
Visiting
V
Projectt Scientist

Nico
olas Kuehn
Assiistant Project S
Scientist

zzoni
Silvia Maz
Visiting Assistant Researcher

Sifat
S
Sharmee
en Muin
Research Engiineer

wander
Marrtin Nuenschw
Visitting Post-docto
oral Fellow

binovici
Sharyl Rab
Visiting Re
esearcher

Charles
C
Scaw
wthorn
Visiting
V
Research Engineer

dreas Schellen
nberg
And
Research Enginee
er

Matthew Schoettler
S
Research Engineer
E

Tsubasa
T
Tani
Visiting
V
Schola
ar

6.3

IN
NSTITUTIO
ONAL BOA
ARD

The Instiitutional Boaard memberss, listed in th
he followingg page, are aappointed byy the Dean oof the
College of
o Engineeriing or an app
propriate Deepartment Chhair at the reespective coore institutionn and
representt PEER reseearchers at th
heir institutiion. Generall duties of tthe Institutioonal Board aare to
provide policy
p
level guidance an
nd oversightt for the Cennter with a goal to helpp PEER fulffill its
mission.
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An
nne Kiremidjjian

Domiiniki Asimak
ki

Ian Buckle

Chairr, Institutional Board
Sttanford Univers
sity

California Institute of Tech nology

Universitty of Nevada,
R
Reno

Joel P. Contte

Ra
akesh Goel

Erik A. Johnson

University
y of California, San Diego

Educa
ational Affiliate
e
Rep
presentative
CalPoly

University of S
Southern Califo
ornia

Sashi
S
Kunnatth

Daw
wn Lehman

Jack
k Moehle

Univers
sity of California, Davis

Universiity of Washingtton

University of C
California, Berkkeley

Michael Scott

Joh
hn Wallace

Farzin
n Zareian

Oreg
gon State Univ
versity

University of California,
C
Los Angeles

University off California, Irvine
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6.4

RESEARCH
R
H COMMITT
TEE

The Paciific Earthquaake Engineering Researcch Center (P
PEER) is a m
multi-campuus research ccenter
that has continuing funding
f
from
m the State of Californiia related too the seismicc performannce of
transporttation system
ms. This fun
nding suppo
orts the Traansportation Systems R
Research Proogram
(TSRP), the purposee of which is to lessen
n the impaccts of earthqquakes on thhe transporttation
nia, includin
ng highwayss and bridgges, port faccilities, highh-speed rail,, and
systems of Californ
airports. Funding fro
om the TSRP
P supports transportatio
t
on-related reesearch that uses and exxtends
PEER’s performancce-based earrthquake en
ngineering ((PBEE) meethodologiess, and integgrates
ntal knowled
dge, enablin
ng technolog
gies and systtems. The prrogram also aims to inteegrate
fundamen
seismological, geottechnical, structural,
s
hydrodynam
h
mic and soocio-econom
mical aspectts of
earthquak
ke and tsunaami engineeering, and in
nvolve theorretical, compputational, eexperimentall, and
field investigations. The prograam also enco
ourages vigoorous interaactions betw
ween practitioners
and reseaarchers.
The
T PEER TSRP
T
is coo
ordinated by
y a Researchh Committeee (PEER-R
RC) consistinng of
Pedro Arrduino (Univ
versity of Washington),
W
Jack Baker (Stanford U
University), JJudy Liu (Orregon
State Un
niversity), Khalid
K
Mosaalam (ex-offficio, Univeersity of California, Berkeley), Gillberto
Mosqued
da (Universiity of Califo
fornia, San Diego),
D
andd Tom Shanntz (ex-officcio, Caltranss). In
addition, Amarnath Kasalanatii and Selim
m Günay oof PEER hhelped the committee with
osals, assign
nment and co
ompilation oof the review
ws.
organizattion of propo

Pedro
P
Arduin
no
Unive
ersity of Wash
hington

Gilberto Mosqu
ueda
University
y of California, San Diego

Ja
ack Baker

Judy Liu

Stanfford University

Oregon Sttate University

To
om Shantz

Khalid
d Mosalam

Ex-Offficio Memberr
Caltrans

Ex-Offic
cio Member
University of C
California, Berkkeley
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Ama
arnath Kasalanati

Selim Günay

Assigning and Comp
pilation of
Reviews
EER/UC Berke
eley
PE

Compila
ation of Review
ws
PEER
R/UC Berkeley

6.5

PEER
P
LABO
ORATORIE
ES AT UC BERKELEY
B
Y

As an Organized
O
Research
R
Un
nit (ORU) under
u
the Coollege of E
Engineering at Universiity of
Californiia, Berkeley,, PEER operrates the follo
owing laborratories.
6.5.1 Earthquake
E
e Simulatorr Laborato
ory
The sign
nature piece of testing eequipment aat the PEER
R–UC
Berkeley
y Lab is the six degree-oof-freedom sshaking tablee, the
largest in
n the U.S., aand one of tthe largest inn the world. The
PEER-UC
C Berkeley Lab also hoouses a largee-scale strucctures
lab conssisting of a 20 ft × 660 ft strongg floor witth an
integrated
d, reconfiggurable, m
modular reaaction walll. A
compreheensive inveentory of both staticc and dynnamic
hydraulicc actuators, rranging from
m 5 kips to 2000 kips, aalong
with an inventory off other test hhardware andd componentts are
mmodate botth simple single-degreee-ofavailable to accom
freedom test set-ups as well as multi-axis
m
cu
ustom test coonfigurationss. In addition, the PEER
R–UC
Berkeley
y Lab housess large and small dampeer test machhines, a 200--kip and a 44000-kip uniiaxial
load fram
me, along with all off the associated controol, measureement, and data acquissition
equipmen
nt required to
t operate th
he lab’s variious test maachines. The PEER facillity also houuses a
micro laab for smalller-scale exp
periments in
n self-equiliibrating testting frames. The PEER
R–UC
Berkeley
y Lab is at th
he forefront in
i the develo
opment of booth the hybriid simulationn test methodd and
digital im
mage processsing for the measuremen
m
nt of continuuous strain fieelds.
The
T PEER–U
UC Berkeley Lab dem
monstrates beest-practice protocol inn its generaal lab
operation
n and maintaains an IAS accreditation
a
n, related to the shaking table testingg of both AC
C-156
and IEEE
E-693 test protocols.
p
Th
he PEER–U
UC Berkeleyy Lab has a long historyy of successsfully
providing
g the engineeering comm
munity testing facilities, the staffing expertise too execute a ggiven
project in
n a timely manner,
m
and the academ
mic backgrouund to provide appropriaate data anaalysis,
design in
nput, and oveerall project managemen
nt. The PEER
R–UC Berkeeley Lab is aavailable to write
both academic style reports, alo
ong with AC
C156 and IE
EEE-693 repports submittted to regullatory
agencies,, refer to th
he “Service to
t Industry”” web page for more innformation. A welding shop,
machine shop and eleectronics sho
op, along wiith dedicatedd control roooms, confereence rooms, and a
suite of offices
o
are allso located at
a the PEER–
–UC Berkeleey Lab faciliity.
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The
T PEER-U
UC Berkeley
y Labs are available too both the research coommunity annd to
private in
ndustry thatt may requirre large-cap
pacity testingg services. P
Published reecharge ratees are
utilized in
i the develo
opment of prroject budgeets. Priority in schedulinng a given teest always ffavors
the reseaarch commun
nity, and tim
me is made available too commerciaal clients onn a time-avaiilable
basis.
6.5.2 Service-to-I
S
Industry
In addition to regular research work (e.g., the
resilient bridge
b
bent used
u
in the Blind
B
Predicction
Competittion), PEER
R Labs at UC Berkeeley
partner with privaate industry
y and perfform
shaking table
t
testing
g of critical equipment,
e
e.g.,
e
emergenccy power geenerators, aiir handlers, and
substation electrical equipment under vary
ying
earthquak
ke excitations. The shaking taable
testing iss performed to ensure compliance
c
with
w
seismic regulationss and to confirm the
effectiven
ness of seismic retrofit strategies with
w the goaal of reducinng damage aand injury iin the
event of an earthquak
ke.
The
T 6-DOF shaking
s
tablee is accreditted by Internnational Acccreditation S
Services (IA
AS) to
perform the
t followin
ng test protoccols:
(ii)

IEEE6
693, Recomm
mended Pracctice for Sei smic Designn of Electricaal Substationns:
these recommendaations includ
de discussionn of qualificcation of eachh equipmentt
type;

(iii)

AC15
56, Seismic Certification
C
n by Shake-taable Testing of Non-struuctural
Comp
ponents: Thiss standard esstablishes crriteria for a sspecific inpuut motion,
duratiion, and rang
ge of frequen
ncies to whicch nonstructtural componnents shouldd be
subjeccted;

(iiii)

Panel testing per ASTM
A
E212
26-11, Standdard Test Meethods for Cyyclic (Reverrsed)
Load Test for Sheear Resistancce of Verticaal Elements oof the Lateraal Force
Resistting Systemss for Buildin
ngs; and

(iiv)

Beam
m–Column an
nd Steel Fram
me Testing pper ANSI/AIISC 341-10, Chapter K, Prequaliffied Connecttions for Speecial and Inteermediate Stteel Momentt Frames forr
Seism
mic Applicatiions.
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A select listt of compan
nies that haave perform
med
testing recently
r
at the PEER laboratoriess includes the
following
g:












6.6

W.E. Gun
ndy & Assocciates
US Gypsu
um
The VMC
C Group
TRU Com
mpliance
LLC
Manwill Engineering
E
CW Iron, Inc.
IEM (Indu
ustrial Electrric Mfg)
Tesla Motors
CEL Consulting
ns Lab (DCL
L)
Dynamic Certification
C Stone
Sonoma Cast
Tobolski Watkins Eng
gineering

Disconnect S
Switch Testing

FACULTY
F
PARTICIPA
P
ANTS

6.6.1 Faculty
F
Parrticipants (Core
(
Instittutions)
University
U
off California, Berkeley (Headquarte
(
ers)
Norm
N
Abraham
mson
M.
M Reza Alam
Richard
R
Allen
Abolhassan
A
As
staneh-Asl
Alexander
A
Bay
yen
Yousef
Y
Bozorg
gnia
Jo
onathan Bray
y
Anil
A Chopra
Mary
M
Comerio
Armen
A
Der Kiu
ureghian
Ja
ames Kelly

Shaofan
n Li
Stephen
n Mahin
Jack Mo
oehle
Paulo J.M. Monteiro
Khalid Mosalam
M
Doug Dreger
Filip Filippou
Sanjay Govindjee
Peggy Hellweg
H
Roberto
o Horowitz

D
Dwight Jaffee
M
Mark Wilfried Mueller
C
Claudia Osterrtag
JJuan Pestana
a
M
Michael Riemer
R
Ray Seed
N
Nicholas Sitarr
K
Kenichi Soga
D
David Sunding
g
T
Tarek Zohdi

California
C
Institute of Te
echnology
Jo
ose Andrade
Domniki
D
Asima
aki
Ja
ames Beck

John Hall
Thomas Heaton
Wilfred Iwan

ngs
Paul Jennin

Ben Ma
ason Michael Olson
Michae
el Scott

Harry Yeh
Solomon Yim

Gregorry Deierlein A nne
Kiremid
djian

Kincho Law
w
Eduardo Miranda

Oregon
O
State
e University
y
Scott Ashford
Andre
A
Barbosa
a
Ju
udy Liu

Stanford
S
University
Ja
ack Baker
Sarah Billingto
on
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University of California, Davis
Ross Boulanger
Rob Y.H. Chai
Jason deJong
I.M. Idriss

Boris Jeremíc
Amit Kanvinde
Sashi Kunnath

Bruce Kutter
Kenneth Loh
Brian Maroney

University of California, Irvine
Anne Lemnitzer
Ayman Mosallam

Farzad Naeim
Farzin Zareian

University of California, Los Angeles
Scott Brandenberg
Robert Kayen

Jonathan Stewart Ertugrul
Taciroglu

John Wallace
Jian Zhang

University of California, San Diego
Joel Conte
Ahmed Elgamal
Patrick Fox
Tara Hutchinson

J. E. Luco Gilberto Mosqueda
José Restrepo

Pui-Shum Shing
Chia-Ming Uang
Yael Van Den Einde

University of Southern California
Gregg Brandow
Roger Ghanem
Tom Jordan

Erik Johnson
Patrick Lynett
Sami Masri

James Moore
Costas Synolakis
Carter Wellford

Dawn Lehman
Laura Lowes
Peter Mackenzie
Brett Maurer
Peter May
Mike Motley

Kamran Nemati
Dorothy Reed
Charles Roeder
John Stanton
Richard Wiebe

Mohamed Moutafa
Gokhan Pekcan
David Sanders

Keri Ryan
Saiid Saidii

University of Washington
Pedro Arduino
Jeffrey Berman
Paolo Calvi
Marc Eberhard
Michael Gomez
Steve Kramer

University of Nevada, Reno
Ian Buckle
Ahmed Itani
Ramin Motamed
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6.6.2 Faculty Participants (Affiliate Institutions and Outside Organizations)
Boston College

John Ebel

Brigham Young University

Kyle Rollins

California State University, Chico

Curt Haselton

California State University, Long
Beach

Lisa Star
Vesna Terzic

Florida International University

Arindam Chowdhury

Johns Hopkins University

Judith Mitrani-Reiser (NIST)

McMaster University
Sacramento State University

Tracy Becker
Dimitrios Konstantinidis
Benjamin Fell

San Diego State University

Steven Day

San Jose State University

University of Hawaii, Manoa

Thalia Anagnos
Kurt McMullin
Michael Constantinou
Andre Filiatrault
Andrew Whittaker
Ralph Archuleta
Jamison Steidl
Kevin Mackie
Nicos Makris
Forrest Masters
David Prevatt
Ian Robertson

University of Illinois

Youssef Hashash

University of Memphis

Chris Cramer
Shahram Pezeshk
Gregory Fenves
Ellen Rathje
Kenneth Stokoe
Martin Chapman
Adrian Rodriguez-Marek
Gail Atkinson

University at Buffalo-SUNY
University of California, Santa Barbara
University of Central Florida
University of Florida

University of Texas at Austin
Virginia Tech University
Western University, Canada
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6.6.3 Industry Partners
AECOM (formerly URS Corporation)

Hong Kie Thio

AMEC Foster Wheeler

California High-Speed Rail Authority

Brian Chiou
Marshall Lew
Robert Youngs
Alidad Hashemi
James Marrone
Farhang Ostadan
Mark Mahan
Tom Ostrom
Tom Schantz
Charles Sikorsky
Kevin Thompson

California Seismic Safety Commission

Fred Turner

Canterbury Earthquake Recovery
Authority (CERA)

Roger Sutton

Forell/Elsesser Engineers
Image Cat

Simin Nasseh
Mason Walters
Bill Graf

Mar Structural Design

David Mar

NIST

Steve Cauffman
Judith Mitrani-Reiser
Robert Darragh
Walt Silva
Bill Holmes
Bret Lizundia
Ron Hamburger
Gayle S. Johnson
Ron Mayes
Peter Lee
Mark Sarkisian
Leo Panian
Steve Tipping
Brad Aaagard
Mehmet Celebi
Dale Cox
Evan Reis

Bechtel
California Dept. of Transportation

Pacific Engineering & Analysis
Rutherford + Chekene
Simpson Gumpertz & Heger
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill
Tipping Structural Engineers
U.S. Geological Survey
U.S. Resiliency Council
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7

In Mem
moriam
m: Step
phen A.. Mahin
n (1946–2018
8)

PEER an
nd the earth
hquake engin
neering com
mmunity lostt a legend thhis year, Steephen A. M
Mahin,
former diirector of PE
EER.
Stephen A.
A Mahin, th
the Byron L
L. and Elvvira E. Nishhkian
us of Structuural Engineeering in thee Departmeent of
Professsor Emeritu
Civil and
a Environm
mental Engiineering at tthe Universiity of Califoornia,
Berkeley, passed away
a
on Febrruary 10, 20018.
He was a world-renow
wned expertt in earthquuake engineeering,
with wide-ranging
w
g teaching,, research, and profeessional praactice
contrib
butions in the
t
characteerization off earthquakee strong grround
motion
n; numerical modeling,, computer simulation,, and innovvative
Step
phen A. Mahin
structu
ural testing methods
m
for severe loadding environnments; inceeption
and deevelopment of earthquuake-protecttive systemss; behaviorr and
design of
o structural steel, reinfforced concrrete, and tim
mber constrruction withh applicationns in
buildingss, bridges, power
p
plantts, and offsh
hore structuures; and peerformance-bbased earthqquake
engineeriing.
Professor Maahin was bo
orn in Lodi, California, and attendded school in Pacific G
Grove,
Californiia. He started
d undergrad
duate studies in Civil Enngineering att the University of Califfornia
(UC), Beerkeley in 1964,
1
earnin
ng his BS (Honors, 19668), MS (19970), and P
Ph.D. (1974)). He
worked as
a an Assisttant Researcch Engineer at UC Berrkeley from 1974–1977, then joined the
faculty as Assistant Professor
P
in 1977. At UC
U Berkeley,, he served aas the Chairr of the Strucctural
Engineerring, Mechanics, and Materials
M
(SE
EMM) Proggram (1990––1993), and was Directtor of
PEER – the
t Pacific Earthquake
E
Engineering
E
Research Ceenter (2009––2015).
In
n 2016, he became the fo
ounding Direector of the Computationnal Modelinng and Simullation
Center (S
SimCenter) of the Naturral Hazards Engineeringg Research IInfrastructurre, funded bby the
National Science Foundation. Under his visionary leeadership, tthe SimCennter assemblled a
talented multi-univer
m
rsity team off researcherss to advancee simulation methods to reduce effeccts of
natural hazards
h
on th
he built env
vironment, with
w the ultiimate aim too inform deccision makinng to
improve community
y resiliencee to earthqu
uakes, storm
ms, and otther extrem
me hazards. The
SimCenter is now under the co--directorship
p of Professsor Greg Deeierlein (Stannford Univeersity)
and Proffessor Sanjay
y Govindjeee (UC Berkeeley), who aare humbledd by their neew role, andd who
intend to carry out Stteve’s vision
nary efforts to
t transform research in natural hazaards engineering.
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Dr. Mahin’s research focused on
improving the understanding of seismic behavior
of systems by integrating high-performance
numerical and experimental simulation methods.
He pioneered the development of hybrid
simulation theories and methods that integrated
large-scale physical tests with computer
simulations, thereby enabling study of complete
structural systems under realistic loading.
He recognized the value of seismic
isolation and protective systems, and conceived
and developed these technologies with the goal
of reducing costs and enhancing seismic performance. He was active in adapting supplemental
viscous damping, added mass damping, and seismic isolation systems to the needs of actual
building projects.
Professor Mahin published hundreds of journal articles, papers, and reports, and the range
of topics reflects the comprehensive and broad expanse of his research engagement.
In 1983 he was awarded the ASCE Walter Huber Civil Engineering Research Prize for
his practical application of rigorous theory to complex engineering problems. In 1987 he was
awarded the Norman Medal by ASCE for his seminal work on the seismic behavior of offshore
platforms, and in 2012 he was inducted into the ASCE/OTC Hall of Fame. His pioneering work
on self-centering bridges earned him the FHWA James Cooper Best Paper Award in 2007.
The American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) honored him with its Special
Educator Achievement Award in 2001 for leadership in improving steel structures subjected to
earthquakes, and its Lifetime Achievement Award in 2013 for sustained contributions to the
profession, industry, and academia. He was recognized for innovative research related to the
seismic behavior of conventional and buckling restrained braced frames as well as momentframe structures. He served as program manager for the sixyear FEMA-sponsored SAC Steel Project that developed
guidelines for the design of steel moment-frame structures
following the 1994 Northridge earthquake. The SAC
guidelines and supporting documents led directly to major
changes to the AISC seismic design standards that are used
in the United States and worldwide, and that will greatly
improve the performance of steel buildings in future
earthquakes.
Dr. Mahin served as President of CUREe (1994–
1997), Vice-President of the Association for Steel-Concrete
Composite Structures (1997–2000), and recently served as
Vice President of the International Association for
Experimental Structural Engineering. He served as a
Director of the Structural Engineers Association of
Northern California (SEAONC), and was awarded
SEAONC’s Helmut Krawinkler Award (2017) for
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outstanding leadership in implementing state-of-the-art research into structural engineering
practice. The Northern California Chapter of the Earthquake Engineering Research Institute
(EERI) recognized Steve as its 2017 Individual Awardee for Leadership, Innovation, and
Outstanding Accomplishments in Earthquake Risk Reduction for decades of visionary work in
engineering research and teaching.
Dr. Mahin chaired the NEHRP Northridge Earthquake Engineering Research
Coordination Program (1995–1997). He worked tirelessly on behalf of the US–Japan cooperative
programs, opening the door for US participation in landmark experiments at Japan’s E-Defense
facility, resulting in the NEES/E-Defense collaboration. He chaired the NSF US–Japan
Cooperative Earthquake Research Program on Composite and Hybrid Structures (1995–1999),
and NEES/E-Defense Collaborative Research Program since 2004.
He had a deep interest and unique talent to interact and make friends with fellow
researchers throughout the world. Many international research collaborations with Asia,
including China, Japan, Korea, Singapore, and Taiwan, among others, were initiated and
nurtured by his leadership. Over three decades he enlightened, guided, and led multiple phases of
US–Japan research collaboration on earthquake engineering using large-scale test facilities
operated by the two countries.
Dr. Mahin was named a Master
Academician (2014) by Tongji University of
Shanghai, China. The title is given to the top
100 professors internationally in all fields of
the National Natural Science Foundation of
China (NSFC). He was Director of ILEE–
International Joint Research Laboratory of
Earthquake Engineering, located at Tongji
University.
Dr. Mahin was invited to give keynote addresses at several national and international
conferences. Notable among his recent addresses was the opening keynote lecture at 16WCEE in
Santiago, Chile (January 2017), on “Resilience by Design: A Structural Engineering
Perspective.” The lecture reflected his unique perspective, which included disciplines beyond
structural engineering.
He delivered the opening keynote lecture at the Structural Engineering Frontiers
Conference (SEFC17) at the Tokyo Institute of Technology on March 2017, on recent advances
in the use of computer-enabled optimization to enhance the seismic performance of existing tall
buildings using fluid viscous dampers. The conference brought together more than 200 academic
and professional engineering experts from Japan and abroad to discuss emerging trends in
structural engineering.
Professor Mahin gave a keynote address at National Center for Research in Earthquake
Engineering (NCREE) in Taiwan (August 2017), at the opening of their new earthquake
simulation laboratory. Mahin discussed lessons from recent disastrous earthquakes, and their
implications for research over the next several decades. He also highlighted recent work by his
research group on hybrid simulation using large scale test machines and shaking tables, like
those in the new NCREE laboratory.
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Steve Mahin’s life includes many achievements, and the list would not be complete
without mentioning his sons, Jeff and Colin, two fine men prominent in Steve’s life and heart,
and of whom he was very proud.
Professor Mahin was an engaging mentor of numerous students over his long career. His
students recall that he taught them to see problems with ten solutions instead of one solution, to
always think outside of the box, and to never shrink from sharing new and thought-provoking
ideas. A meeting or casual encounter with Professor Mahin could generate ideas leading to
decades of research. National and international travel to engage the broad earthquake community
were a regular part of graduate student training with Professor Mahin.
During his nearly 50-year career at
Berkeley and with international activities,
Professor Mahin taught, advised, and mentored
generations of students, postdoctoral fellows,
research associates and colleagues, and practicing
engineers. His broad range of interests also
engaged social scientists and stakeholders. His
creative approach, collaborative spirit, and enthusiastic generosity in sharing his prolific ideas
have inspired everyone who has spent time with him, and he will leave his mark on the
profession for years to come.
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Appendix A List of Sub-Award Projects (Prior 5
Years)
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Fund
Source

PI

Institution

Project Title

TSRP

Jose Andrade

Cal Tech

Micro-Inspired Continuum Modeling Using
Virtual Experiments

TSRP

Brett Maurer

University of
Washington

Towards Multi-Tier Modeling of Liquefaction
Impacts on Transportation Infrastructure

TSRP

Pedro Arduino

University of
Washington

Implementation and Validation of PM4Sand
in OpenSees

TSRP

Keri Ryan

University of
Nevada,
Reno

Influence of Vertical Ground Shaking on
Design of Bridges Isolated with Friction
Pendulum Bearings

TSRP

Minjie Zhu

Oregon State
University

Fluid–Structure Interaction and Python
Scripting Capabilities in OpenSees

TSRP

Kenichi Soga

UC Berkeley

High-Performance Computing-Based
Distributed Multi-Layered City-Scale
Transportation Network Tool

TSRP

Jack Baker

Stanford

Modeling Bay Area Transportation Network
Resilience

TSRP

Henry Burton

UCLA

Aftershock Seismic Vulnerability and TimeDependent Risk Assessment of Bridges

TSRP

Ahmed Elgamal

UCSD

A Systematic Computational Framework for
Multi-Span Bridge PBEE Applications

TSRP

Erica Fischer

OSU

Post-Earthquake Fire Performance of
Industrial Facilities

TSRP

Patrick Lynett

USC

Tsunami Debris: Simulating Hazard and
Loads

TSRP

Amit Kanvinde

UCD

Dissipative Base Connections for Moment
Frame Structures in Airports and Other
Transportation Systems

TSRP

Gregory Deierlein

Stanford

UNR-Stanford Collaboration: Stanford Accounting for Earthquake Duration in
Performance-Based Evaluation and Design of
Bridges

TSRP

David Sanders

UNR

Project Title: UNR-Stanford Collaboration:
UNR - Accounting for Earthquake Duration
in Performance-Based Evaluation and Design
of Bridges
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Fund
Source
TSRP

Anne Lemnitzer

UCI

Towards Next Generation P-Y Formulations Part 2: Statistical Assessment of Uncertainties
in Key Components of Soil Resistance
Functions

TSRP

Ertugrul Taciroglu

UCLA

Development of a Database and a Toolbox for
Regional Seismic Risk Assessment of
California’s Highway Bridges

TSRP

Jonathan Bray

UCB

Liquefaction Triggering and Effects at Silty
Soil Sites

TSRP

Steven L. Kramer

UW

Next Generation Liquefaction: Japan Data
Collection

TSRP

Jonathan P.
Stewart

UCLA

Next Generation Liquefaction: Japan Data
Collection (Task #3k01-Tsrp, Year 2)

TSRP

Jose I. Restrepo

UCSD

Earthquake Resilient Bridge Columns

TSRP

Patrick Lynett

USC

Tsunami Design Guide Specifications for
Bridges: Local Tsunami Hazard Assessment

TSRP

Harry Yeh

Oregon State
University

Tsunami Engineering: Performance Based
Tsunami Engineering

TSRP

Hong Kie Thio

AECOM

Tsunami Engineering: Performance Based
Tsunami Engineering

TSRP

Anne Lemnitzer

UCI

Towards Next Generation P-Y Curves - Part
1: Evaluation of the State of the Art and
Identification of Recent Research
Developments

TSRP

Vesna Terzic

CSU Long
Beach

Recovery Model for Commercial Low-Rise
Buildings

TSRP

Armen Der
Kiureghian

American
University of
Armenia

Stochastic Modeling and Simulation of NearFault Ground Motions for Use in PBEE

TSRP

Kamran M. Nemati UW

How Water/Biner Ratio and Voids Affect The
Performance of Hardened Concrete Subjected
to Fire

TSRP

Sanjay Govindjee

UCB

Geometrically Exact Nonlinear Modeling of
Multi-Storage Friction

TSRP

Tarek I. Zohdi

UCB

Swarm-Enabled Infrastructure-Mapping for
Rapid Damage Assessment following
Earthquakes

PI

Institution
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Project Title

Fund
Source
TSRP

Claudia Ostertag

UCB

Conventional Testing and Hybrid Simulations
of Environmentally Damaged Bridge
Columns

TSRP

Steve Mahin

UCB

3 Axis Testing of Four PEER Columns (Six
Weeks Maximum Shaking Table Occupation
and Testing Time)

TSRP

Steve Mahin

UCB

Bridge Column Testing

TSRP

Jonathan D. Bray

UCB

Liquefaction-Induced SFSI Damage Due To
the 2010 Chile Earthquake

TSRP

Gregory Deierlein

Stanford
University

Effects of Long-Duration Ground Motions on
Structural Performance

TSRP

Jose L. Restrepo

UCSD

Advanced Precast Concrete Dual-Shell Steel
Columns

TSRP

Joel P. Conte

UCSD

Probabilistic Performance-Based Optimal
Seismic Design of Isolated Bridge Structures

TSRP

Claudia P. Ostertag UCB

Shaking Table Test of Pre-Cast PostTensioned Hyfrc Bridge Column

TSRP

Kyle Rollins

Brigham
Young
University

Supplemental Field Testing of Pile Down
Drag Due to Liquefaction

TSRP

Steven L. Kramer

UW

Next Generation Liquefaction: Japan Data
Collection

TSRP
Hong Kie Thio
(Tsunami)

URS
Corporation

Performance Based Tsunami Engineering
Methodology (Tsunami Research Program)

TSRP
Patrick Lynett
(Tsunami)

USC

Simulation Confidence in Tsunami-Driven
Overland Flow (Tsunami Research Program)

TSRP
Harry Yeh
(Tsunami)

Oregon State
University

Performance Based Tsunami Engineering
Methodology (Tsunami Research Program)

TSRP

John W. Wallace

UCLA

Shear-Flexure Interaction Modeling for
Reinforced Concrete Structural Walls and
Columns Under Cycling Loading

TSRP

Jack Baker

Stanford
University

Ground Motions and Selection Tools for
PEER Research Program

TSRP

Jonathan P.
Stewart

UCLA

Next Generation Liquefaction: Japan Data
Collection (Task #3K01-TSRP, Year 2)

TSRP &
Validus

Vesna Terzic

CSU Long
Beach

Towards Resilient Structures

PI

Institution
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Project Title

Fund
Source
TSRP

PI
Scott J.
Brandenberg

Institution
UCLA

Project Title
Influence of Kinematic SSI on Foundation
Input Motions for Bridges on Deep
Foundations

TSRP

Ross W. Boulanger UC Davis

Mitigation of Ground Deformations in Soft
Ground

TSRP

Jose I Restrepo

UCSD

Earthquake Resilient Bridge Columns

TSRP

Jonathan D. Bray

UC Berkeley

Next Generation Liquefaction: New Zealand
Data Collection
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